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NMR STUDY OF HEAVILY DOPED Si:B
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. MOTIVATION

1.1.1. Importance of This Work
Without question Si:B is one of the most important materials in modern semiconductor technology. It serves as a substrate upon which integrated circuits are

fabricated and also as a source and drain for MOSFET transistors. Impurities and
defects play a critical role in the properties of semiconducting materials. Despite
the importance of understanding microscopic characteristics of impurities and defects, NMR has not been widely applied to this problem. The main reason for this is
NMR's relatively low level of sensitivity in comparison to other hyperfine techniques

such as EPR, ODMR, and PAC (Perturbed Angular Correlation). The primary disadvantage of EPR is that impurities or defects are required to be in a paramagnetic

state. PAC is limited to a few nuclides with suitable decay characteristics and is
invasive.

By contrast, NMR is noninvasive and does not require impurities or defects to
be paramagnetic, though is still sensitive to electronic paramagnetism. In recent years

modern technology (superconducting magnets and highly automated spectrometers)
has made it possible to study favorable nuclei in the ppm concentration range over a

wide range of temperatures.

Aside from the practical relevance of the this work, the theoretically impor-

tant metal-insulator transition (MIT) has been studied. Samples ranged in carrier
concentration from about 0.34x 1019-5.1 x1019 cm'. This concentration range covers

the beginning of the MIT and extends into the metallic region. NMR is sensitive to
important physical effects (i.e. spin localization, and disorder) which play a critical

2

role in understanding the MIT. This study reveals the presence of spin localization
near the MIT.

1.1.2. H-Dopant Complex
The genesis of this work was a desire to study the structure and dynamics
of the H-dopant complex in Si:B and GaAs:Zn. After spending many long months
reducing the hydrogen background signal from the probe and sample container, which

competes with the semiconductor hydrogen signal, it was still difficult to distinguish
the H-dopant complex from other hydrogen in the sample. Undoped silicon powders
were producing a large signal; hydrogen surface states could explain this signal.

If hydrogen was forming a complex with the dopant in sufficient quantities,

such an effect could be observable in the dopant NMR. For example, the normal
tetrahedral structure surrounding boron ought to be altered by the presence of hydrogen in its vicinity. The complex should produce observable dipolar structure in
the boron resonance. By comparing hydrogenated and unhydrogenated samples the
hydrogen-dopant defect complex could be studied.

I noticed an unusual temperature dependence to the Si:B B11 line center and

width in the unhydrogenated samples. The hydrogenated samples were indistinguishable from the unhydrogenated samples, and it was decided to attempt a double
resonance experiment, i.e. B11- H1 to isolate the complex signal. However, it was
decided that we must first understand the properties of the unhydrogenated samples
before investing more time in hydrogenation procedures.

1.1.3. Previous NMR Work on Si:B and Si:P
1.1.3.1. Spin Localization in Si:P: H. Alloul and P. Delouve
In 1987 Alloul and Dellouve published a paper on P31 NMR in Si:P [5]. Their

principal goal was to better understand the MIT through studying the P31 NMR as

3

a function of doping concentration. Their samples ranged in dopant concentration
from 2.8 x10'8-1.6 x 1019 cm-3. The critical concentration where the low temperature

conductivity begins rapidly decreasing is near 3.74 x1018 cm-3.
Fig.

1.1 shows the concentration dependence of the normalized P31 NMR

signal intensity. The signal progressively broadens and decreases as the phosphorus
concentration is lowered below the MIT. The signal destruction, or spin "wipe out" is

attributed to localization of unpaired donor electrons on the phosphorus sites, which
has the effect of shifting the phosphorus far off resonance, due to the strong hyperfine

field of the unpaired electron. The line shape is believed to be broadened principally
due to a distribution of phosphorus Knight shifts, the shift in the NMR frequency due
to the Pauli paramagnetism of a free electron gas; such a distribution is characteristic

of the inhomogeneity of the material (non-uniform dopant density). Normal single
crystal metals have a single Knight shift, characteristic of a homogeneous free electron
gas.

Fig. 1.2 correlates the Knight shift, signal intensity, and electronic suscepti-

bility with the phosphorus concentration. Even above the MIT there is signal loss
associated with a deviation in Xe from the Pauli susceptibility, xp. Indeed the suscep-

tibility acquires a temperature dependence characteristic of localized unpaired electrons, Curie susceptibility. Disorder and electron-electron correlations are believed to
be responsible for spin localization above the MIT.

1.1.3.2. Si:B NMR near the Metallic Transition: R. K. Sundfors and D. F.
Holcomb

In 1964 Sundfors and Holcomb published a paper investigating the NMR prop-

erties of doped semiconductors near the MIT region [7]. Their Si:B experiments were

conducted on several samples with carrier concentration of 0.4 x 10's cm-3 (B-5),
1.9 x10"9 cm-3 (B-3), 2.7 x 1019 cm-3 (B-2), and 8.3 x1019 cm-3 (B-1) (I have used

their resistivity data and reference [3]). Of particular importance, they note that
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Figure 1.3. Sundfors and Holcomb's Si29 T1 data for Si:B.

their measurements of the Si29 spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, were hampered by
the presence of paramagnetic impurities. Thus T1 values were irregular and varied
from sample to sample. Si29 T1 data are displayed in Fig. 1.3. EPR measurements
showed the paramagnetic impurity concentration to be larger than 1017 cm-3 in some

samples. An explanation of the irregular Si29 T1 is that the relaxation rate due to
the paramagnetic impurities alone was of the same magnitude as the relaxation rate
due to itinerant carriers. This relaxation process will be discussed in detail in section
2.4.1.

7

The B11 Ti's were concentration-independent at 4.2 K, having a value of 2.0
± 0.2 min. This saturation in T1 was interpreted as clustering of tetrahedral boron at
a concentration of 8.3 x1019 cm-3. Between 1.4 K and 6 K B" Ti. were proportional

to T-1, consistent with relaxation by itinerant carriers.

1.2. OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT
Having observed the strong temperature-dependent shift in a particular sample, Si:B wafers from a variety of different vendors (i.e. Siltec, Wacker, and Kamotsu)
were obtained and examined. All samples showed evidence of a strongly temperature-

dependent B" shift. Si29 NMR performed on the same samples and under the same
experimental conditions showed relatively no temperature dependence to its line cen-

ter. Thus the B" shift was local to the boron and not accounted for by apparatus
problems.

Preliminary experiments aside, a systematic study of fundamental NMR prop-

erties was performed on a series of Si:B samples with room temperature carrier concentrations ranging from 0.34 x1019-5.1 x1019 cm-3. Over a temperature range from
93 K to 463 K, Si29and B11 line center, line width, Knight shift, signal intensity, and
spin-lattice relaxation measurements were performed.

The goal of this project is to understand the local environment and dynamics

surrounding the substitutional boron site in unhydrogenated Si:B. It is hoped that
such knowledge will prove helpful in elucidating the properties of the Si:B(H) system.

1.3. BORON-DOPED SILICON MATERIAL PROPERTIES

1.3.1. Crystalline Structure
Silicon has a diamond lattice structure in which each silicon atom is surrounded

by four nearest neighbors and twelve next nearest neighbors. The diamond lattice
structure is formed by two interpenetrating FCC lattices such that one FCC lattice's

8

Figure 1.4. Diamond Lattice Structure.

origin is offset by 1/4 the body diagonal of the other. The lattice constant, a, is
5.43 A. The structure is the result of covalent, tetrahedral bonding of spa orbitals. A
diagram of the diamond lattice structure is shown in Fig. 1.4 [1].

1.3.2. Doping
Boron serves as a p-type dopant in silicon, directly substituting for silicon
atoms. Because the atomic radius of boron is 0.89 A while silicon's is 1.17 A the
addition of boron produces a slight shrinkage of the lattice constant [2] (less than
0.035% at 25 °C over the concentration range covered in my experiments), though

still preserving the tetrahedral structure. The acceptor energy level, EA, has been
shown to vary with concentration. Physically EA decreases with increasing doping
(NA) as the result of carriers shielding the attractive ionic potential [4].
EA = 0.0438

3.037 x 10_8N /3 (eV)

(1.1)

Standards have been developed for converting between carrier concentration

and resistivity. The ASTM standard [3] is shown in Fig. 1.5. The data are empirical

9

and based on capacitance-voltage measurements and Hall effect measurements, for

concentrations greater than 1018 cm-3. The authors assumed that carrier densities
were equivalent to dopant densities over all concentrations, although they acknowledge that the two are not equivalent in samples doped from about 1017 -1019 cm-3.
Resistivity was measured with a four-point probe.
Sheng S. Li [4] has done theoretical calculations on the dopant and temperature

dependence of boron ionization in silicon. Some of his results are displayed in Fig.
1.6.
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2. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE THEORY
2.1. NUCLEAR ZEEMAN INTERACTION
A nucleus with angular momentum, I, and gyromagnetic ratio, -y, interacts
with an applied magnetic field, Ho, in what is termed the nuclear Zeeman Interaction:

Hz = --yhl -Ho.

(2.1)

If we take the applied field to lie along the z direction (the axis of quantization)

Eq. 2.1 may be written as
Hz = --yhHoIz.

(2.2)

A nucleus with spin I will have 2/ + 1 eigenstates, u/m). Thus the allowed energy
levels for the Zeeman Hamiltonian are

Em = --yhHom

m = I, I 1,...,I.

(2.3)

A time-dependent electromagnetic field fluctuating at the angular frequency, w =
-yHo, serves as a source of photons which induce transitions between the Zeeman
energy levels according to the selection rule, Am = ± 1. This is the origin of nuclear

magnetic resonance. Typically radio frequency photons are needed.

The above description neglects to include local magnetic fields present at a

nucleus due to the orbital angular momenta of bonding electrons (chemical shift),
itinerant carriers (Knight shift), unpaired electrons (paramagnetism), etc.. If these
effects are included we use the simple replacement: Ho = Ho + OH.
In an actual pulsed NMR experiment 1018-1023 nuclear magnetic moments are

excited with a radio frequency (RF) pulse. Because the pulse has Fourier components

over a bandwidth around the resonant frequency of order 1 /(pulse width) ,,, 0.2 MHz,
a wide range of resonant transitions are capable of being observed with a single pulse.
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Isotope NMR Frequency (MHz/10kG) Abundance % Spin
B11

13.660

80.42

3/2

Si29

8.4578

4.70

1/2

Table 2.1. NMR constants

In an actual experiment the spectrum is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of

the time domain transient response to the RF pulse. The NMR spectrum is sensitive
to the differences in the local field environment a given magnetic moment experiences

due to interaction with neighboring nuclei and electrons. Such sensitivity can provide

microscopic structural and dynamical information (electonic and atomic) about a
material.

2.2. ELECTRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS
The theory summarized in this section is developed in more detail in chapter
6 of A. Abragam's classic work, Principles of Nuclear Magnetism [8].

Generally, magnetic moments interact with any source of magnetic field,
whether it is the large homogeneous field, Ho, which they are placed in for NMR, or

local magnetic fields surrounding a given nucleus at the atomic level. In addition to

the nuclear-nuclear dipolar interactions, electron spins, S, and orbital angular mo-

menta, L, interact with nuclear magnetic moments, I. The magnetic interaction of
an electron with the nucleus can be written as

1-1,_ = 2pByhl

[-L-

r3

r (S- r)
+ 87 SS (r)]
+3
S
r5
r3
3

.

(2.4)

If in addition to local fields due to electrons we include the applied field, Ho,

terms producing the chemical shift appear. Classically, currents of electronic charge
produce a field opposing the large field, Ho, obeying Lenz's law. Due its small size,
the chemical shift is often difficult to resolve in solids. The chemical shift will not be
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of concern in the present work. Of principal interest to us will be the terms involving
coupling between nuclear and electronic spins.
Eq. 2.4 has three large effects in nuclear magnetic resonance: first, it can

alter the nuclear energy levels producing a shift in the resonance frequency; second,

the anisotropy of the interaction can broaden the resonance line; and third, it can
contribute to the spin-lattice relaxation. Initially, we will be concerned with the
first effect, line center shifts; later, line broadening and spin-lattice relaxation will
be discussed. We divide the discussion naturally into two categories: unpaired fixed
electron-nucleus interactions and itinerant electron-nucleus interactions. The former
are responsible for paramagnetic shifts and the latter the Knight shift.

2.2.1. Localized Electron-Nucleus Interactions
We rewrite Eq. 2.4, excluding the orbital angular momentum.

r
r)
He, = 2pB-yhl {- S + 3 (Ss +

8ir
I
se (r)

.

(2.5)

Normally, in a solid, the orbital angular momentum is quenched due to the presence

of the crystalline electric field. Eq. 2.5 may be rewritten as

He,

7e-Ynn2

r3

(A +B-FC+D+E+ F)

-ye-y,,h2G

(2.6)

where

A=
B

C=

1

-- 4(.1+S- + /-S+)(1
2

(2.7)

3 cost 0)

3cos2 0)

(I+Sz + /zS+ ) sin 0 cos0 e-ig5

D = -2(I- Sz
E=

I,S-) sin Ocosee"5

3.1+S+
4

sine 0 e-2ic6
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F=

4

1S- sin20e2i°
87r

G = 31- S8 (r).
In these expressions r is a vector from nucleus to electron, 0 is the angle between r

and the applied field, Ho, and 0 is the azimuthal angle. It is appropriate to take a
time average of the electron hyperfine field provided the electron fluctuates between

spin up and spin down states rapidly compared to the difference in nuclear Larmor

precession frequencies associated with the electron being in either the spin up or
spin down state. Such precession may be thought of in the same way as the nuclear
precession in the field Ho . Thus we write

(S) = (Se) z

(2.8)

(Sx) = (Sy) = 0

(2.9)

(5) = (s+) = 0.

(2.10)

Now the interaction reduces to just a few terms after thermal averaging of the electron
field:

He_ri =

rye r3

r

2

Ie. (Se) (1

3 cost

0) +

87r

3

-yonh2 le (SZ) 8 (r)

.

(2.11)

The thermal average of Szis equivalent to an ensemble average and is straightforward.
Assuming h-ye1-10 < kBT it can be shown that

(Se) =

(h7e)
S(S +1)110.
3kBT

(2.12)

In actual usage the expectation value of Eq. 2.11 will be used with the appropriate

electronic wave function. We rewrite Eq. 2.11, taking the expectation value and
inserting Eq. 2.12:
Ile_ri =

(h-ye)

3kBT

S(S +1)Ho[

-re-rnh2 le(1

r3

3 cost 0)

87r

+ 3 -yonn2 iz IT (0)12]

(2.13)
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Eq. 2.13 is only a two-body interaction, but can be generalized by summing over the
electronic part as shown in Eq. 2.14:
Hi =

(72,,nh3)
3kB T

S(S

1

1)(iz)iHo E[(1
3 cos2 Oii) +
rii

8 7r
3

W(0)ii

(2.14)

Such a many-body expression is only necessary in describing a NMR frequency shift

if the unpaired electrons are localized near a given nucleus. Eq. 2.14 is related to the
NMR line center, or resonance frequency:
wpwear

= 27fpar = (7!7nh2) S(S

1

1)Ho E[ rij

3kBT

3 cost Oia) +

7r

3 W (0)ii121.
8(1

(2.15)

2.2.2. Knight Shift
We now discuss the shift due to itinerant carriers. Qualitatively the Knight

shift is due to the interaction of all free electrons or holes with a given nucleus in
contrast to the paramagnetic shift which was due to localized unpaired electrons.
Because silicon and boron sites have cubic symmetry only the scalar part of part of
Eq. 2.6 is nonzero when summed over all carriers. The effective Hamiltonian is then
HK =

3

-ye7r,h21.ESJ5 (r;)

(2.16)

J

The expectation value of this interaction with the appropriate antisymmetrized electronic wave functions and Fermi statistics is then taken to yield
HK =

87r

(124(0)12) EFX:HO

(2.17)

x: is the total electronic spin susceptibility and (luk(0)12) EF is the average value of

the electronic wave function evaluated at the Fermi surface on the NMR nucleus;
because s-waves overlap the nucleus they dominate the interaction. Equation 2.17
is equivalent to the nucleus interacting with another field, OH, in the Ho direction.
The ratio of the two fields is called the Knight shift:
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AH

K=

Ho

=

87r

3

(luk(0)12)

(2.18)

Xe-

The Knight shift is a temperature-independent quantity in a metal; however, if
the carrier concentration changes with temperature the Knight shift will decrease since

fewer carriers interact with the NMR nucleus. In the special case of a noninteracting

free carrier gas, one equates x: with the Pauli susceptibility:
X: = X0 =

h2

(2.19)

Po(EF ).

Po(EF) is the electronic density of states evaluated at the Fermi level.

2.3. LINE WIDTH IN A RIGID LATTICE
2.3.1. Basic Interactions
The NMR line width has many sources. I will qualitatively discuss two contributions which are particularly relevant to the Si:B system. First, nuclear magnetic
moments interact with each other via the dipole-dipole interaction:
H1-2 =

7172h2

r3

[11.12

3(11

r12)(12 r12)]

(2.20)

This interaction is anisotropic and implies that each nucleus "feels" a slightly different

local field due to all of its neighbors. Consequently, each nucleus has a slightly
different resonant frequency and the NMR line is broadened.
Of course a similar argument can be made about a nuclear moment interacting

with the time average field produced by a paramagnetic electronic moment. Each
nucleus "sees" a slightly different electron magnetic field due to all of the paramagnetic

moments distributed around it and thus the line will be broadened; the interaction
responsible for this broadening is similar to equation 2.14:
1

HTotalpar = 2

(Sz)E

1

rij

3 cost Oij)].

(2.21)
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The Hamiltonian represents a sum over all interactions between nuclei and unpaired

electrons, with duplications permitted and taken into account in the cofactor,

1.

The time average of the electronic spin has been taken under the assumption that
the nuclear Larmor precession frequency in the magnetic field of the electron, in a
spin up or down state, is much slower than the rate in which the electron fluctuates
between spin up and down states.
The actual line width observed will not in general be a linear combination of

independent line width contributions. Since boron and silicon sit in a site of tetrahedral symmetry, they will feel no time-average electric field gradient. Consequently,
we expect no quadrupole effects in the substitutional boron line width. Silicon is spin

and does not have a quadrupole moment.

2.3.2. Method of Moments
Actual calculation of the line shape function, f(w), is an extremely difficult
task, if not impossible, due to imprecise knowledge of the eigenstates of the many

body Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, it is possible to calculate the r.m.s. line width.
The simplification occurs due to the invariance of diagonal sums, traces, in quantum

mechanics. The nth moment, or r.m.s. width is
Mn = I (w

(2.22)

WO)" f (co) dw.

In this expression f(w) is the normalized shape function with a maximum value at
frequency, w0. For a Gaussian curve described by a normalized function

f(w) =

1

exp(

(w

w0) 2

),

(2.23)

one computes

M2 = Owe = 02,

and a full width at half intensity, i f(w),

(2.24)
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(2.25)

[Ac.o2] 2 = 2.350 = 27r[Af2] 2 .

Thus, there exists a nice relationship between the theoretically computable, M2,
and the experimentally observed full width at half maximum. Unfortunately, for
a Lorentzian line shape, all even moments diverge. A rather difficult calculation of

M4 is required for a truncated Lorentzian full width at half maximum to be related
to theory. Although most Si:B line widths experimentally observed were Lorentzian,
comparison with Gaussian theory should prove meaningful.

2.3.3. Dipolar Broadening Due to Unlike and Like Nuclear Spins
The second moment calculation due to coupling between like and unlike mag-

netic moments has been solved by Van Vleck [10]. The second moment is
urI

1 tr{[111,1A2}

1v12

(2.26)

tr{/z}2

h2

where
(2.27)

H1 = Hit + HIS
2E
1/// = 111h,
4

3

(1

kOl

OS2 Ok,/)

(3/zkizt

Ik Ii)

(2.28)

k,1

1

1/15 = 2 yrysh2 2

k#I

(1

3 cost Ok,i)
k1

(2.29)

IzkSzl

The I refers to the NMR nucleus and the S refers to a nuclear moment unlike the
NMR nucleus (i.e. different magnetic moment). More HIS terms would obviously be

needed if the sample contained more than one unlike nuclear species. The sums are

over all occupied spin sites, k 0 1. One duplication in each two-body interaction is
permitted and has been taken into account in the cofactors

and 1.

The above Hamiltonian, HI, consist of those terms in the dipolar Hamiltonian
which commute with the Zeeman Hamiltonian, the so-called secular terms. All other
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terms are higher order interactions which would produce weak line structure at w = 0
and 2w0

.

The omission of the non-secular terms is not merely for mathematical

simplification; rather, M2 would be distorted because (w

w0)2 is large for these

terms. In a typical NMR experiment one only observes dipolar line structure near
wo

Van Vleck has shown that

= Owe = (Awn,/ + (Awnis.

(2.30)

The separate second moment contributions then add, but the line widths do not, as
stated previously. For powders

(Awn,/ = -3 -dh2I(I
5

4 2 2
(6"Dis = On's

=

2

1)fi -1E
k

1

711;

S(S OfisE
r1
k

# of I spins, NMR nuclei
,
# of lattice sites

=

.7k

(2.31)

(2.32)

# of S spins
# of lattice sites

where the sum extends outward from any given I lattice site, which are all assumed

equivalent. The numerical factor in Eq. 2.32 is s the factor in Eq. 2.31. This is due
to the removal of the flip-flop terms (P-S-

/-S+) from H/s.

2.3.4. Dipolar Broadening Due to Paramagnetic Electrons
Up to this point the line width theory presented is standard NMR textbook
material. Now I would like to develop a nonstandard result that to my knowledge
has not been previously published.
We begin by inserting Eq. 2.21 into the definition of the second moment, Eq.
2.26

.

This requires evaluation of the commutator [HTotaipar,
[HTotalpar, Ix] = CE

1

(1

3 cost O:;)[/z.9, Eixd,

(2.33)
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where

C=

2

-ye-ynh2 (Si)

(2.34)

The commutator is simplified using the basic angular momentum relation

vz,, E

ay,.

(2.35)

The numerator in the second moment is then written as
[HTotalpar, Ix]2 = C2tr{E-3-(1

3

rij

cost Oi;)/y;}2.

(2.36)

This expression will contain two types of terms:
/0/y2 and /y21.

(2.37)

Since the trace is independent of the basis, we choose a basis whose states are eigenfunctions of Iy3 and 423 In this basis terms like /0/y2 do not contribute to the trace

and we simplify Eq.

2.36 :

[Hmtalp., Ix]2 = C2tr(E[13(1
rij

3

cost Oii)]2{/y2i}).

(2.38)

Additionally, we assume a random distribution of paramagnetic moments and that
each NMR nuclear moment site (j index) is equivalent. Neglecting surface effects we

replace the double sum by a single sum:
[Hrotaipar, LP

N/C2tr{/y2i}E

1

3

tj

cost gi;)]2,

(2.39)

where

tr{/:j} = /(./ + 1)(2/

+ 1)Ni(2S

1)Ns,

NI = # of I spins, NMR nuclei,
and

(2.40)

(2.41)
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(2.42)

Ns = # of S spins.
The denominator trace in Eq. 2.26 can now be evaluated:

trun = 3N//(/ + 1)(2/ + 1)Ni(2S

1)Ns

,

(2.43)

hence the second moment becomes
1

1

1

(1
= h2 (- -yeynh2 (Sz))2E[rij

M2

2

3 cos2 Oii)]2.

(2.44)

3 cost Oi;)]2,

(2.45)

The summation simplifies further:
M2par

h2(-1 onh2 (S z))2E[-1 (1
2

and for a powder becomes
41

1

1

(2.46)

M2par = -5 h2( -yon,h2 (Sz))27-Ti.
2

This simplifies to

M2ar =

1

45

(-d-yn h2

1

kBTS(S

+ 1) H0)2

1

r.?

(2.47)

The above sum extends only over sites occupied by paramagnetic moments. We can
sum over the whole lattice if we allow

E

fp.. E,

(2.48)

where the i index extends over the whole lattice and filar refers to the time average
fraction of all lattice sites occupied by paramagnetic moments on a time scale of the
inverse NMR line width measurement, T2*. Finally, we write
M2

1

2
= eye "y,
a*2 1T S(S

45

kB

1

1)H0)2 fparE i sum over all lattice.
, ij

(2.49)

If fpar < 0.01 we need to calculate the fourth moment to estimate the line
width. Unfortunately, this is a very difficult calculation, though necessary. For the

case of a simple cubic lattice, with the applied field along the 100 axis, the line
width due to dilute moments has a Lorentzian shape and if proportional to fpar rather

than 'fp, as suggested by Eq. 2.49 [12]. Using a more general statistical approach
Abragam (chapter 4) shows the width to be proportional to fear.
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2.4. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION, T1
Spin-lattice relaxation is the process whereby spins return to thermal equilibrium following a disturbance of their Zeeman energy level populations. For example,
when a spin system is put in a magnetic field the nuclear spin levels repopulate to

produce Curie magnetism. At equilibrium more spins are in the lower energy states
than the higher energy states; thus the spin system is magnetized. Similarly, if many
resonant RF pulses are applied to a sample in a magnetic field, the Zeeman energy
levels are saturated. On cessation of the RF pulses, the spin system returns to equilibrium via interaction with the lattice. The lattice produces a fluctuating magnetic
field at the nucleus which cause transitions between nuclear spin levels. I will discuss
the theory behind the two processes believed to be responsible for the spin-lattice

relaxation in Si:B: relaxation by conduction electrons and by a fixed paramagnetic
moment. Most of the theoretical development is in chapter 9 of Abragam.

2.4.1. Relaxation by Conduction Electrons
The presence of free electrons in a material provides a powerful relaxation
mechanism. The interaction can be thought of as a scattering process in which a
nucleus and an electron in an initial state Im, k, s) make a transition to a final state
In, k', s'). The interaction providing the scattering is the contact interaction, also seen

in the Knight shift, Eq. 2.16. The calculation of the so-called Korringa relaxation
rate is given in many NMR books [9]:

T

64

= 9-7 h 'ye -yr, (luk(0)12)EF p2(EF)kBT.

(2.50)

In the case of a non-interacting Fermi electron gas the above expression may be simply

related to the Knight shift in what is called the Korriniga relation:
1

Ti

-ei zir K2 kBT

're

h

(2.51)
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The most significant features of this equation are that it is linear in temperature, and
quadratic in the Knight shift, K. Physically, the linear temperature dependence arises

because the number of electrons capable of participating in the scattering process is
proportional to kBT; most of the electrons cannot scatter due to Pauli blocking.

2.4.2. Relaxation by Fixed Paramagnetic Moments
A fixed unpaired electron can provide a significant relaxation mechanism.
Classically, an unpaired electron magnetic moment fluctuates between the spin up

and down states on a time scale T, the correlation time. This fluctuating field can
cause transitions between nuclear spin states. Electron spins fluctuate on a time scale

of their own spin-lattice relaxation time, which is relatively small due to the fact that

the electron's magnetic moment is -- 1800 times that of a typical nuclear magnetic
moment. Spin-phonon coupling is one common electron relaxation mechanism.

Due to the fact that the electron's moment is fixed and much larger than
the typical nuclear moment, nuclear-electron interaction terms which flip electron
moments are of lesser importance because there is limited kinetic energy of the fixed
moment to absorb or emit energy; energy must be conserved in any scattering process!

However, term C in Eq. 2.7 has an operator of the form -V P-S, sin 0 cos() e-i0. This
term will induce a nuclear spin flip without an electron spin flip and require much less

energy than if the electrons spin was also flipped. Abragam shows that the spin-lattice

relaxation rate will then have the following form:
3 ,..),,27n2h 2 sine 0 cost OS(S + 1)

1

r6

2

T1

7-

1 + w2 72 1

(2.52)

where r is the longitudinal electron relaxation time. The exact temperature dependence of T may not be known, so it is difficult to compare experiment with theory.

In most situations coo- < 1 so that Eq. 2.52 becomes
1

T1

.

3 -y-y,,h2 sin2 0 cost OS(S + 1)
2

r6

T.

(2.53)
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An analogous process may occur if the electron-nuclear coupling is due to contact
hyperfine or indirect scalar interactions.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

3.1. NMR SPECTROMETER
All experimental work was carried out on a Chemagnetics (CMX) spectrometer

system. A block diagram similar to the one used in all experiments is shown in
Fig. 3.1. (Fig. 3.1 actually is for the Sun workstation model; we had a Intel 80286
microprocessor.) First, I will describe generally how the spectrometer works to obtain

a simple spectrum; then, I will offer a more detailed description of data acquisition.

The system produces radio frequency pulses which are applied to a sample
sitting in a 8.0 T homogeneous external magnetic field. The pulse selectively excites

transitions between nuclear Zeeman energy levels. Pulsed NMR has the advantage
that in a relatively short period of time, typically a few micoseconds, a broad bandwidth is excited. Older, continuous wave (CW) spectrometers, require long durations

of time to scan the full spectral bandwidth. The excited nuclear magnetic moments
induce a sinusoidally decaying voltage in the same coil which caused excitation. This
is the raw, unscathed NMR signal. Following preamplification and filtering the signal

is mixed with the carrier wave yielding the raw signal's envelope and beat frequency.

After more amplification the final signal is digitized and stored. Next the spin system is given time to equilibrate with the lattice, T1, the spin-lattice relaxation time.

These procedures are repeated several times until the desired signal-to-noise ratio,
which grows as the square root of the number of acquisitions, is obtained. The time
domain signal is stored on the hard disk drive, where it may be retrieved easily and
processed. Normally the time domain signal is Fourier transformed to obtain a spec-

trum in the frequency domain. The spectrum contains vital information about the
local structure and dynamics surrounding the NMR nucleus.
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RF Mixing Scheme for X-channel on CMX-300, e.g. C-13
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of CMX mixing scheme.
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A more detailed description is now appropriate. As a first step the user enters
the NMR frequency, pulse width, and other relevant NMR parameters into the desired

pulse program, software controlling the experiment, which in turn is loaded into

the SM4 interface board. At the appropriate times the SM4 board delivers a TTL
(logic signal, on or off) signal to the transmitter and receiver. In the case of X
channel transmission (X referring to NMR on nuclei with lower resonance frequencies

than 300 MHz) a local oscillator (LO # 1) frequency is mixed with an intermediate
frequency (IF) to yield the desired radio frequency (RF) for transmission. The IF
carries the phase and frequency offset ( ± MHz ) pulse information. Phase information

is important because the phase of the pulse determines the phase of the NMR signal.
After the desired frequency has been produced it passes through a current-controlled

attenuator, with the attenuation determined by a front panel knob, commonly called
X level, and pulse program amplitude parameters a or al.

The RF pulse and a TTL signal are next delivered to a high power amplifier,

capable of delivering more than 1 kW into a 50 52 load. The pulse is transmitted
through crossed high voltage diodes, which act as a short during pulse transmission
and as an open circuit during NMR signal acquisition. It is desirable that the pream-

plifier be physically isolated (open circuited) from the high power coming through

the line for two principal reasons. First, high power RF temporarily paralyzes the
preamplifier over a time period known as the dead time, typically 5-30 /is, rendering
the preamplifier incapable of proper amplification of the imminent NMR signal. The

shorter the free induction decay, FID, the more important it is to minimize the dead

time. However, dead time problems can sometimes be removed by use of spin echo
experiments. Second, often it is necessary to maximize the amount of power delivered

so as the minimize the time required to flip the nuclear magnetization 90°. Isolation
is achieved by connecting one end of a A/4 transmission line to grounded diodes and

the other end to the main line at a T junction. The A/4 line in this configuration
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Figure 3.2. Duplexer scheme typical for probes interfaced with CMX spectrometer.

acts as an impedance transformer, transforming the low impedance of the shorted

diodes, to a high impedance at the T junction. Eq. 3.1 describes the impedance
transformation and a representative diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2

z,z,

= z2

.

(3.1)

For X channel work the pulse is next channeled through a 180 MHz low pass

filter to remove unwanted noise and harmonics. The probe, residing in the magnet's
"hot spot," (region of highest field homogeneity) must be tuned and matched to 50 S2

to ensure optimum power transfer from the transmitter. The NMR signal, resulting
from pulse application has frequency components close to the pulse's central frequency

and thus the same RLC circuit which helped deliver power is tuned to receive the
NMR signal. A typical NMR sample induces a coil voltage in the fiV range, so will
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not pass through the crossed diodes back to the amplifier, but instead is directed to

the broadband Miteq and PABUF preamplifiers. Software gates blank the PABUF
off during pulse transmission to prevent the preamplifier and later stages from being
excessively overloaded and to reduce ringing.

It would be difficult to digitize the high frequency carrier wave. Thus, the
signal is next mixed with the LO, attenuated, and then mixed with the IF yielding the

signal's decaying envelope and beat frequency. A manual and/or software controlled

attenuator controls the receiver gain. In the case of a very strong signal (i.e.

H1

NMR in H2O) the gain is kept low to avoid saturating the analog to digital converter

(ADC); with a weak signal (i.e. B11NMR in Si:B) the gain is kept high so that it is

above the detectable lower limit of the ADC. A quadrature hybrid is next used to
divide the signal into real and imaginary components, which are alike except for a
90° phase shift between them. These two signals are digitized separately by a 2 MHz
ADC and stored in computer memory. Two signal components are useful in removing

electronic ringing and other signal distortions.

3.2. SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
All measurements were performed in an American Magnetics Inc. (AMI) 8.0 T

superconducting magnet. The magnet itself is wound using conductors comprised of
many filaments embedded in copper. A niobium-titanium (NbTi) or Nb3Sn compound

is used to make the conductors. The superconductor sits in a liquid helium bath at
4.2 K, well below its critical temperature. For optimum homogeneity it is necessary

to add liquid helium (LHe) every three weeks. The helium bath is surrounded by a
vacuum layer and liquid nitrogen (LN2) to reduce gaseous boil off. Nitrogen is added
weekly.

Two important characteristics of the magnet are its homogeneity in the "hot

spot" and field decay rate. A reasonable estimate of the field homogeneity is ,,,1
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ppm over 1 cm-3, a typical sample size. We can estimate the line broadening due to
magnet inhomogeneity on B11:
Afi/2mag c-..-, 10-6 x 8.0 x 104G x

13.
13.660 x 10 3kHz

104G

P-,-1

0.1 kHz.

(3.2)

Over a two year span the magnet field decay was measured by Neil Roberts (member

of the Warren research group) to be 0.024 ppm/d on an A1C13 reference sample.
Field decay makes it necessary to measure NMR resonance frequencies with respect
to standard reference samples.

3.3. DOUBLE RESONANCE PROBE

3.3.1. Basic Properties
A very important part of any NMR experiment is the tunable RF probe. The
probe's principal purposes are delivery of high power RF pulses and initial NMR signal

receiving. Before pulsing the probe must be tuned to the NMR frequencies of interest

and matched to the 50 SI amplifier output. The NMR probe is essentially a RCL
circuit tunable by adjusting variable capacitors while monitoring the transmitted-to-

reflected-voltage ratio with a directional decoupler and oscilloscope. At least a 111

ratio is usually desirable. This corresponds to a 1r- transmitted-to-reflected-power
ratio.

A double resonance probe is capable of being simultaneously tuned and
matched at two different frequencies. This is particularly useful when you want to excite one nucleus and observe the effects on a neighboring nucleus with a different mag-

netic moment. Chemists frequently use the technique to decouple hydrogen-carbon

dipole-dipole interactions, thus offering greater resolution for other interactions. I
developed a double resonance probe for hydrogen-dopant experiments which were
postponed, as described in chapter 1.

A circuit diagram is given in Fig. 3.3 [6]. The equivalent circuit for the H1
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C3
(b)

C

(c)

Figure 3.3. (a) Double resonance circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit for H1 channel. (c)
Equivalent circuit for B11 channel.
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channel is shown in Fig. 3.3. The grounded A/4 (H1) acts as open circuit at point B,

thus contributes little to the impedance while supplying H1 power. Point A will act
as an effective ground if C2 can be made large. Coils L and L1 then add in parallel
to yield an equivalent inductance, Lp. Having an extra inductor in the H1 equivalent

circuit, without sample, sacrifices power and Q, circuit quality, but is necessary to

insure a large inductance at the lower frequency, where only L contributes to the
effective circuit inductance. In Fig. 3.3 the X channel (lower frequency) is shown.
Here point B is an effective ground if L1 and the A/4 coaxial cable's inductance, which

add in parallel, yield a low impedance.

3.3.2. Circuit Analysis
Analyzing the X channel equivalent circuit is done by first considering the
impedance ZAB:
(Ro + :NIL)! jwC2

ZAB

1 W2 LC2 + ROWC 2

RO +:14.4.,L+

ZAB =

ZAB

(Ro + iwL)[(1
(1

w2LC2)

jRowC2]

w2LC2)2 + ( ROW C 2)2

jw[L(1

Ro

jwL

Ro

(1

L4.72 LC2)

C 2 R0]

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

L C 2)2 + (ROW C 2)2

Since wRoC2 ti 10' these terms may be neglected and Eq. 3.5 simplifies to
ZAB =

Ro

(1

w2LC2)2

+

j coL

(1 w2LC2) =

jwL',

(3.6)

where

=

Ro
(1

w2LC2)2

(3.7)

and

=

L
1

w2LC2

(3.8)
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C2 is adjusted to make Fe
Eq.

3.8

= 50 ft,

to match the output and input impedances. Thus

becomes
Ro
(1

w2LC2)2

(3.9)

= 50 11.

Resonance occurs when the imaginary part of the total impedance vanishes, thus
w L'

Eqs.

3.9

and

3.10

=

1

WCi

or

wL
(1

w2LC2)

=

1

WC1

(3.10)

are fundamental to selecting appropriate values of variable capac-

itors and inductors for X channel tuning; however, it should be noted that the role
of stray capacitance and inductance has been ignored in this analysis and definitely
effects tuning and matching conditions. The corresponding analysis for the H channel
yields the following relations:

(1

R0

w2LpC4)2

= 50 1/,

wI, p
(1

1

w2LpC4)

Lp =

u.C3'

L1L
.

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

3.3.3. Circuit Components
Tables

3.2

and

3.3

list the circuit components used and their characteristics.

All coils were wound from 0.25 mm thick, 4 mm width copper strips. Strips are

used to minimize the internal inductance, which becomes significant at 340 MHz. The

inductance value was not directly measured and is a frequency-dependent quantity,
due to skin effects, which alter the internal inductance of the copper strips.
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Capacitor Range (pf)
Cl

1

10

C2

5

25

C3

0.5

C4

1 -10

3

Table 3.2. Double Resonance Capacitors

Inductor Turns ID (mm)
L

3

10

Ll

3

10

Table 3.3. Double Resonance Inductors

3.3.4. Tuning and Pulse Width Characteristics
The X channel is tunable from about 75 -110 MHz and the H channel tunes
from about 310-345 MHz. When tuning it is necessary maximize the power delivered

to the coil. This is done by carefully monitoring the ratio of X channel power input
to leakage power out the H channel and vice versa.

When both channels are simultaneously tuned with 160 W X channel input
there is 2.5 W H channel leakage and for the inverse case, 100 W H channel input and

0.17 W X channel leakage. The pulse conditions with 260 W X channel transmitter

output and 100 W of H channel output were: -yBil H1 8ps = r/2 , -op H1 5its = r/2
( -y1 s are gyromagnetic ratios, H1 is the average magnetic field produced by the coil,

and the times refer to 90° pulse widths). Liquid boric acid was used for the BliNMR.
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3.3.5. Background Signal Reduction
Because NMR is sensitive to all nuclei in and around the probe meeting the
Larmor resonance condition, coL, = -yHo, care must be taken in choosing probe materi-

als. For proton resonance a machinable glass ceramic made by Dow Corning, Macor,

was used in parts close to the coil. However, because Macor contains boron, Teflon
was used for B11 resonance.

3.3.6. Sample Cells and Caps
With the exception of the low concentration H1 resonance experiments, where

thin-walled Suprasil quartz was used, most experiments were done with sapphire
sample cells and capped with Teflon.

3.4. MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING
MAS, magic angle spinning, is used to increase spectral resolution in solid
state NMR. By spinning the sample at an angle of 54.7° with respect to Ho, parts of
chemical shift, dipolar, and quadrupole line width contribution which include terms
proportional to (1 3 cost 0) can be removed, thus narrowing the line width. Spinning

must be performed at a frequency comparable to the static line width to increase
resolution.

K+Br- was used as a standard reference sample for setting the magic angle.
The formation of many Br81 rotational echos separated in time domain by a spacing

equal to the inverse of the spinning frequency provided a check on the tachometer
readout and the magic angle setting.
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3.5. VARIABLE TEMPERATURE APPARATUS
3.5.1. Overview
The variable temperature (VT) capabilities of the system extend from -190
°C to 190 °C. All samples were heated or cooled by a gas flow system. Above room
temperature dry air was heated with a pulsed non-inductively wound furnace . From

-65 °C to 25 °C cooled dry air was heated with the same furnace . Below -65 °C
cooled dry air was channeled through a copper heat exchanger immersed in a liquid

nitrogen bath and then heated by the furnace. For experiments with the MAS probe
gaseous nitrogen was used in place of dried air to avoid water condensation, which
could cause a MAS "crash." A type 100W30 Platinum Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD made by Omega Engineering Inc.) provided temperature feedback to the
C1000 microprocessor-based temperature controller (made by Rika Kogyo Co., LTD).

Temperature stability was ± 0.3 °C in most cases, when the air flow rate was stable.

Taking into account the internal temperature gradients in the probe, the estimated

accuracy was ± 3.0 K. A block diagram of the two different variable temperature
configurations is shown in Fig. 3.4.

3.5.2. Variable Temperature Operation with Static Probe
Operating procedures are fairly straightforward above -65 °C. First the probe

is raised into the magnet hot spot and the VT stack is seated on top of the probe.
The probe is then tuned at room temperature to ensure ease of tuning at higher or
lower temperatures, where thermal expansion and contraction can make turning the

tuning rods difficult. The FTS air dryer is switched on and air flow is adjusted to
90 SCFH for temperature below room temperature and 100-120 SCFH above room

temperature. A lower flow rate is necessary at lower temperature because the FTS
cooler cannot "keep up" with higher flow rates; it cools best at 60 SCFH. However, the
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Insulator Tubing

80-120 SCFH

Air

FTS

Cooler

= Flow
Reg.

100

FTS

Dryer

=

PSI

LN2 Heat Exchanger

25 LITRE

Furnace

Insulator Tubing

80-120 SCFH

Furnace
FTS

Cooler

Air

Flow
Reg.

100

FTS

Dryer

=

PSI

Figure 3.4. Variable temperature block diagram. Top: 93 K to 208 K. Bottom: 208
K to 463 K.
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air flow regulator requires ,--, 90 SCFH to turn on an air flow sensor which protects

the furnace against overheating due to lack of air flow. Below room temperature,
operation requires the FTS cooler, which takes approximately 10 min to reach its

lowest temperature air output. The user then enters a temperature set point and
turns on the heater. The REX temperature controller automatically determines the
parameters required for temperature regulation (i.e. how often to pulse the furnace

on and off, etc.). Once the RTD reaches -65 °C from its initial room temperature
starting point, 30-45 min were given for the sample to equilibrate. The reproducibility
of my strongly temperature line center position in 0.006 52-cm Si:B for 30 min and 120

min equilibration times attests to the credibility of a 30-45 min equilibration time.
Generally speaking, for shorter temperature jumps, shorter equilibration times were
used.

For experiments below -65 °C a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger was used. Tem-

perature control and stability required more effort than above -65 °C because the dried
air's dew point was above liquid nitrogen temperatures. Consequently, ice blocks built

up in the heat exchanger throughout the course of experiments and eventually could
cause complete air flow blockage, if not carefully monitored. Temperatures were usu-

ally stable for 2.5 h or more, after which time the experiments were terminated and

the heat exchanger was carefully removed from the LN2 , then purged with room
temperature air. An obvious solution to this problem is to use the gaseous boil off
from an LN2 dewar; however, this is more expensive, not as convenient, and also has

a limited lifetime. In addition, the 2.5 h of temperature stability proved to be an
adequate time to collect spectra with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio.

3.6. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
Samples of Czochralski (CZ) grown Si:B spanning the range from the beginning

of the MIT region and into the metallic region were studied. To confirm the generality
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of our results, samples from a variety of silicon wafer vendors were used. Because the

skin depth at 109 MHz is near 240 jm in a 0.0025 Il -cm sample, all samples were
powdered below 40 pm with an agate mortar to maximize sensitivity. Samples were
poured into sapphire cells and capped with teflon before NMR experiments. Despite

powdering procedures the Si29 signal strength was at least three times as great in
sample 14 as in sample 18. Thus, skin effects significantly reduced signal strength in
both Si29 and B" (higer NMR frequency, lower skin depth).
A small section of each wafer was saved for Van der Pauw Hall measurements

[13], except in the case of the 0.006 9-cm sample, where the carrier concentration

was inferred from the resistivity via the using the standard ASTM [3] table. Hall
measurements were made in a field of 3200 G. Both room temperature measurements

and 77 K measurements were conducted. The 77 K measurements were made with

the sample immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. For all samples the Hall scattering
factor, Alla 11 I I1Conl was taken to be 0.8 ± 0.1 [17].

Samples of powdered NaBH4 and powdered, 99.9999% pure silicon (Aldrich)

were used as reference standards for the B" and Si29 Knight shifts and line center
measurements. Sample sources, resistivity, and carrier concentrations are listed in
Table 3.4.
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3.7. CONTROL EXPERIMENTS
To confirm the generality of the our results, samples from Kamotsu, Wacker,
AT&T, and Siltec were studied; strong B11 paramagnetic shifts were observed in all

samples. Control experiments on B11 in NaBH4 showed no temperature-dependent
shift under the same conditions as the shift measurements in Si:B. As a final control

test, Si:B B11, paramagnetic shifts were observed in a separate NMR probes. Thus
we conclude the Bll paramagnetic shift is a general property of heavily doped Si:B.
We attempted to perturb the local environment around the boron by annealing

a 0.006 ft-cm powdered sample for 19 h at 1000 °C , then rapidly quenching it in an
1120 bath; however, no change in the temperature dependence to the B11 line center
was observed.

Oxygen is one of the few impurities to exist in high concentration in CZ silicon
(The solubility limit is near 1.2 x1018 cm-3.) [14], thus could potentially be associated

with the paramagnetic shift of B11. To reduce the bulk oxygen concentration, we used

a precipitation technique [15] . One gram of solid 0.0077 a-cm wafer was first heated

for 4 h at 650 °C , then ramped over a 12 h period to 1000 °C, and finally held at
1000 °C for 51 h. The sample was sealed in a quartz tube with an argon overpressure.

No change in the temperature dependence of the B11 line center was observed.
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Si and Si:B Samples
Sample
#

Supplier

p (c cm)

@ 298 K,
[77 K]
(10 -3)

2

AT&T
AT&T

3

AT&T

4

1

6+ 1
7.730 ± 0.006

Powder(P)
or Single
Crystal
(SC)

Comments

1.40 ±0.30
1.25±0.20

P

1, 0.9g
2,Wafer #1, (100), 620-625
microns thick
1,19 hours @1000 C, Rapid
H70 quench
1,Same 'wafer as sample #3

Carrier Con.
(cm -3)
@ 298 K,
[77 KJ

(1019)

SC

[7.484±0.002]
6+ 1

[1.6 ±0.30]

1.40 ±0.30

P

6+1

1.40 ±0.30
1.40 ±0.30
1.40 ±0.30
1.40 ±0.30
1.40 ±0.30

P

11

AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T

12

AT&T

7.730±0.006

5

6
7

8
9
10

6+ 1
6+ 1

6+1
6+1
6+1
6+1
7.730 ± 0.006
[7.484 ±0.002]
[7.484 ± 0.002]

1.40 ± 0.30

P
P
P
P
P

1

1,26-42 micron particles
1,Particle size 42 microns
1,Particle size 42 microns
1,Particle size _>_ 42 microns

1.40 ±0.30
1.25±0.20

P

1,Particle size 26-42 microns

P

2,0.9g,Wafer #1,1-1+ F-acid

1.25±0.20

P

[1.6 ± 0.30]
[1.6 ± 0.301

treated
2,Wafer #1,4 hours 650 C,12
hours 650-1000 C, 51 hours
1000 C, Argon over pressure
1 ,Oxygen con.
8E17 cm-3,
1.34g
2,Wafer #1.,(100), 518-520
microns thick., 0.9g
1, 1.30g
99.9999% pure,K-shift
reference

13

Kamotsu

12± 1

0.68±0.08

P

14

Silltec

18.36±0.02
(46.24±0.011

P, SC

15

Wacker
Aldrich

7.1±0.2

0.34±0.06
[0.30±0.05]
1.30±0.05

NO BORON

intrinsic

P

18

AT&T
Virginia
S.C.

6+ 1
2.495 ±0.005
11.814±0.0011

1.40 ±0.30
5.1±1.1
[5.75±1.90]

P
P

2.,0.9g

19

AT&T

7.730 ± 0.006
(7.484 ±0.0021

1.25±0.20
[1.6±0.301

P

2,Used for MAS

16
17

P

1

Comments:
Source of conductivity and carrier concentration data:

1. Carrier concentration inferred from resistivity; dopant density assumed to be carrier density: ASTM F
724-82 , " Standard Practice for Conversion Between Resistivity and Dopant Density for Boron -Doped
and Phosphorus-Doped Silicon."I988 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Am. Soc. Test. Mat.,
Philadelphia, 1988.

2. Van der Pauw Hall measurement in 3200 G and 4-point probe measurement, OSU Electrical
Engineering Dept., Hall factor assumed to be 0.8 ±0.1.

Table 3.4. Si and Si:B samples. Comments: (1) ASTM standards (2) Van der Pauw
Hall measurements in 3200 G magnet.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

4.1. OBTAINING SPECTRA
One-pulse sequences gave the optimum signal-to-noise ratio, consequently spin

echo pulse sequences were rarely used. Time domain data was baseline corrected by
simply subtracting the average of the last --, 20% of the data, where the NMR signal

was unobservable. Such a procedure is necessary to avoid unwanted oscillations in
the frequency domain a Fourier transform. Next, the distorted data acquired during
preamplifier dead time was deleted and the complex digital FFT taken. Measurements

were taken with 1-20 /1 s dwell time between time domain data points. Consequently

frequency domain data were obtained over a 1000-50 kHz spectral width. Frequency

domain data were then phased, effectively rotating the spectrum until the baseline
was flat, and the signal peak maximized. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the formation of the free
induction decay following a one pulse sequence [20].

4.2. BORON SIGNAL LOSS
An NMR signal strength may be quantitatively characterized according to the

Curie law. The reason for this relationship is that a 90° pulse rotates the nuclear
magnetization into the plane perpendicular to the applied field direction, thus induc-

ing a voltage in a pickup coil proportional to the original z magnetization. Hence at
thermal equilibrium we may write

Signal = S

H0

rsd -v,nuc--

,
=
T'
C

li

N (nuch)2
S(S + 1)H0
7
V

3

kBT

'

(4.1)

Or

S -T = Constant.

(4.2)
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B

C

B

D

C

0

Figure 4.1. Sketch indicating the sequence of events following a 90° pulse.

Deviations from this relationship occur for quadrupole nuclei in a non-cubic environment or if N, the number of NMR active nuclei (those nuclei having a resonance
frequency within the bandwidth of the pulse and having a reasonably short spin-lattice

relaxation time) changes with temperature.

As a test of Eq. 4.2, Bil and Si29 NMR was done on almost all samples over

a temperature range from 93 K 463 K. To avoid saturation, i.e. assure equilibrium,

the pulse delay was long, pd > 5 T1. Thus, more than 99% of the possible signal
strength was observed (Signal(1-exp(- T ))). Also, spectra were taken a time, 57i,
after the sample was loaded into the magnet and circuit tuned, to insure full recovery
of the Curie magnetism. Below 208 K, where T1 was not experimentally known, i- vs.

temperature plots were extrapolated to estimate T1.
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Signal strength was measured by integrating the modulus of the time domain
signal over a region where the time domain signal is strong and over a region dominated by noise. The modulus is defined by Eq. 4.3:

Modulus = (Real)2 + (Imaginary)2.

(4.3)

The baseline determined by the integrated noise was then subtracted from the
strong signal region. All B11 signals in Si:B decayed exponentially, thus,
S ,--

I: dt Mo exp(-7i),

(4.4)

where T1 was determined from a time domain least squares fit of the form P1 +
P2 exp(--7). Unfortunately, the first 5-15% of the signal intensity was not directly
measurable due to dead time problems. Consequently, it was necessary to determine

part of the signal intensity via extrapolation.
Error bars for these measurements were determined by integrating over differ-

ent regions in the noise to estimate noise fluctuations which then may be related to

uncertainty in signal strength because the baseline was subtracted from the strong
signal region. The 90° pulse conditions were checked at 123 K and 298 K on a NaBH4

reference sample and were the same. The probe tuning was checked before and after

measurements at a given temperature to ensure constant 90° pulse conditions. B11
and Si29 NMR results are displayed in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. It may be seen that the
B11 intensity decreases strongly at low temperatures with the greater effect occurring

in the lower concentration samples. In contrast S T was essentially constant for Si29
in samples 14 and 18.

4.3. LINE CENTER
4.3.1. B11 Data
The line center vs. temperature for three samples was measured with respect

to tetrahedral B11 in NaBH4 at room temperature. The line center was taken to
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Temperature (K)
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0.01836 0-cm, M14
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Figure 4.2. Temperature-normalized boron signal strength vs. temperature. No attenuation was used on samples 14 and 1. For sample 18, 20 dB attenuation was used;
receiver gain was constant for all samples. Samples 18 and 14 had masses of 0.8g ;
sample l's mass was 0.9g.
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Figure 4.3. Temperature-normalized silicon signal strength vs. temperature. Attenuation and receiver gain were the same for both samples. Samples 14 and 18 had
masses of 0.8 g.
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Sample Carrier Conc. (1019 cm-3) @ 25° C P1 (ppm) P2 (ppm-K)
14

0.34

8.63+2.35 14767+389

1

1.4

31.72+1.02 10279+270

18

5.1

57.76 +1.313749+194

Table 4.5. B11 line center shift parameters.

be the highest point in the phased spectra. All spectra had a symmetrical, roughly

Lorentzian shape. No improvement in the quality of the data were observed by
determining the line center from a fit. Uncertainty in determining the line center may

be traced to imperfections in phasing the FFT, large line widths observed at lower

temperatures, and the reduced signal-to- noise ratio due to the low concentration

of boron. Error bars reflect all of the above uncertainties. A systematic error in
measuring the B11 line center relative to the reference sample was ± 1 ppm and has

not been included in the data displayed.
The temperature dependence of the data were fit to a function of form

fBil = P1 + P2 /T

(4.5)

using a non-linear least squares fit program. Results are display in Table 4.5 and Fig.
4.4.

No shift close to the magnitude of 1311 in Si:B was seen in NaBH4 when the
temperature was cooled to 93 K, under similar conditions as the Si:B measurements.
Furthermore, the Si:B B11 shift was observed in two different probes. Only one line

was observed at all temperatures and all in samples, with a small amount of structure
noticeable when spinning. Fig. 4.5 shows both spinning and static spectrum in sample

19, 0.007 ft -cm and Fig. 4.6 illustrates the characteristic temperature dependence to

the Bll shift.
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Figure 4.4. The temperature dependence of the B1' line center relative to NaBH4 at
298 K. All sample data were fit to a P1 + P2/T function.
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Figure 4.5. B11, 0.007 ohm-cm Si:B, sample 19, 4.7 kHz MAS spectrum at 123 K.
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Figure 4.6. Spectrum of sample 14 at three temperatures. 400 acquistions were
recorded at all temperatures and the receiver gain was constant.
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Figure 4.7. B11 line center data on sample 18 at 5.5 T and 8.0 T. The overlap of
the data points is consistent with the line center being linear in the applied field. A
systematic error of ± 2 ppm has not been applied to either data set.

The linearity of the shift with respect to applied field was confirmed by line
center measurements at 5.5 T and 8.0 T on sample 18. Data are shown in Fig. 4.7.
Note that the data points overlap, except in the case of the 463 K data point, where

there is slight disagreement. However, a systematic error of ± 2 ppm has not been
included in the analysis. Including this systematic error would effectively move all

the 5.5 T and/or 8.0 T data up or down.
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Sample Carrier Concentration (1019cm-3) Knight Shift (ppm)
14

0.34±0.06

8.6±2.4

1

1.4±0.3

30.1±1.1

18

5.1±1.1

57.8±1.3

Table 4.6. B11 Knight shift data.

4.3.2. Si29 Data
The temperature dependence of the Si29 line center was measured to confirm
that the large shift seen in B11 was not associated with paramagnetic or ferromagnetic

material in the sample cell nor related to the powdering processes. A systematic error

of ± 0.3 ppm in the line center values has not been included in the data. Such a error

arises from uncertainty in the pure silicon line center. Furthermore, the line center
of Si29 in pure silicon, sample 16, was measured for three temperatures. The rather
long 711 in pure Si29 (T1 is several hours.) prevented a detailed temperature sweep.

Results are displayed in Fig. 4.8.

In order to characterize the part of the line center due to doping, the fit in
Fig. 4.8 was used to subtract the intrinsic temperature-dependent shift. Uncertainty

in the fitting parameters, P1 and P2, was not included in error bar determination.
The error bars are rather large due to the small size of the Si29 shift relative to the
line width. Results are displayed in Fig. 4.9.

4.4. KNIGHT SHIFT
4.4.1. B11 Data
The Knight shift is defined by the relation
Pmetal

"ref

ref

(4.6)
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Model: PI + P2 *T
-3.763
0.01255

P1

P2

0.549
0.00162
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Figure 4.8. Line center vs. temperature in pure silicon relative to 298 K value, sample
16

.
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Figure 4.9. Line center vs. temperature in Si29. Line center measured with respect to
pure silicon at each temperature. Systematic error due to uncertainty in pure silicon
vs. temperature fit parameters has not been included.
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Sample Carrier Concentration (1019cm-3) Knight Shift (ppm)
14

0.34±0.06

0.85±0.30

1

1.4±0.3

2.51±0.44

18

5.1±1.1

6.28±0.84

Table 4.7. Si29 Knight shift data.

In general the Knight shift depends on the choice of reference sample. Ideally,

one would like to use a reference sample which has a small chemical shift relative
to the metal's chemical shift. Solid, room temperature NaBH4 was used as a boron
reference. Due to the strong temperature dependence of the B11 line center in Si:B,

the infinite temperature extrapolation of the line center vs. temperature fit was used

in determining the Knight shift. A systematic error of ± 1.0 ppm in the shift has
not been included. Such an error arises due to uncertainty in the NaBH4 line center.
All other errors have been included. Carrier concentrations were determined through

Hall measurements, discussed in detail in chapter 3. Knight shift data are displayed
in Table 4.6.

4.4.2. Si29 Data
Silicon Knight shift data are displayed in Table 4.7. A systematic error in all

Knight shift values of ± 0.3 ppm has not been included. Such an error arises due to
uncertainty in the pure silicon line center position. Pure silicon makes an ideal Knight
shift reference; in most of the Si:B measurements, the Si29 shift is due to the presence

of the boron. Carrier concentrations were determined from Hall measurements.
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4.5. LINE WIDTH
The line width is defined to be the full width at half maximum intensity of the

real or imaginary frequency domain signal. The width was measured by evaluating
the frequency difference between points of half intensity. In samples 1, 14, and 18,
the BH time domain signal modulus fit well to a single decaying exponential plus a
constant, characteristic of a Lorentzian line shape in the frequency domain:

Mx(t) = P3 + P4 exp(t/T;).

(4.7)

It was verified that within the uncertainty of the measurements, widths calculated

from the exponential time constant, 71;, based on the full width at half maximum
formula,

Afi =
T

ir T''

(4.8)

,

were in agreement with measurements in the frequency domain. The Si29 line shape

was Lorentzian at lower temperatures then gradually took on a Gaussian character

as the temperature increased beyond about 263 K in sample 14, and Lorentzian at
all temperatures in samples 1 and 18. Gaussian time domain modulus data fit well
to a function of the form
,

,2

WO = P1 + P2 exp 1 y;)

,

LI./

=

0.531
Tr;

All line shapes were symmetrical.

Uncertainties in the line width measurements were due to imperfect frequency

domain phasing and the lower signal-to-noise ratio in the low concentration Si:B
samples, or equivalently, uncertainty in the single exponential fits of the time domain

modulus. Inhomogeneity in the magnetic field around the sample also broadened the

line by approximately 1 ppm. This systematic error was not included in the error
bars, although all other uncertainties were included.
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sample P1 (kHz) P2 (kHz K)
14

1.15±0.12 78±56

1

1.32±0.11 204±32

18

2.38±0.09 352±23

Table 4.8. B11 line width parameters. Fitting function: (P12 + P22/T2)1/2.

Following Eqs. 2.30 and 2.49 data for each sample and nucleus were fit to a
function of the form
(P12

P22/T2)1/2.

(4.9)

4.5.1. 1311 Data
8.0 T B11 line width data for all samples are displayed in Fig. 4.10. Because
the 93 K and 103 K points in sample 14 were highly deviant, they were not included

in the fit. Values for fitting parameters are displayed in Table 4.8. Uncertainties
were taken directly from the standard error of the curve fitting program. Line width
measurements were also made at 5.5 T in sample 18; data are diplayed in Fig. 4.11.

4.5.2. Si29 Data
Si' line width data for all samples are displayed in Fig. 4.12. Values for
all fitting parameters are displayed in Table 4.9. The line width in sample 16, pure
silicon, was 0.27 ± 0.03 kHz.

4.6. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION, T1
In almost all cases the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, was measured by first

saturating the Zeeman levels with a train of 60-100 pulses separated by a time, ri,
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Figure 4.10. V line width data. Data have been fit to a function of the form
(p12 + p22/7-,2 N1/2.
)

included in the fit.

Note that the 93 K and 103 K points in sample 14 were not
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Figure 4.11. B11 line width vs. temperature data at 5.5 T and 8.0 T, sample 18.
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Figure 4.12. Si29 line width data. Data have been fit to a function of the form
(P12 + p22/7-12)1/2.
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sample P1 (kHz) P2 (kHz K)
14

0.25+0.02 48.8+4.8

1

0.48+0.03 103.5+3.9

18

0.83+0.04 134.4+7.3

Table 4.9. Si29 line width parameters. Fitting function: (P12 + P22/T2)1/2

typically of order T. The pulse train nulls out the z component of nuclear magnetization, or equivalently equally populates the Zeeman energy levels. After the pulse
train, the nuclear magnetization was allowed to recover for a time, T, a 90° pulse was

then applied, rotating the z component into the x-y plane of the pickup coil. The free

induction decay was acquired for a time period greater than 101. This procedure

was repeated for the same r value until a good signal-to-noise ratio was achieved.
Normally 20-25 different T values were recorded out to a value at least 5 Ti. Several

data points were taken on the baseline, large 7, to insure a good fit. The signal
intensity vs. 7 was then plotted and fit to a function of the form

Mz(7)= P1

7
P2 exp(T).

(4.10)

P1 was almost always 1-10% larger than P2, indicating incomplete initial saturation

and the necessity for a three parameter fit. Theoretically, P1=P2 if initial saturation
is complete. Error bars on T1 fits were estimated from the uncertainty of the fit, by

examining the sensitivity of the T1 fit to removing baseline data, and determining
signal intensity by integrating over different regions in both the time and frequency
domain.

On a few occasions experiments were repeated in a attempt to estimate
whether instrumental errors were as important as the errors cited above. For sample
1, B11 NMR at 463 K, T1 was first measured to be 2.9 ± 0.2 s and in a later measure-

ment 2.6 ± 0.3 s. This was a difficult measurement, due to the low concentration of
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boron. Nevertheless, the two values overlap and indicate that the error bars placed on

my values are reasonable. In another case, Si29 NMR on sample 18 at 208 K, T1 was

first measured to be 65 ± 5 s and a later measurement 67 ± 5 s. The signal-to-noise
ratio was very good for both measurements.

4.6.1. B11 Data
The temperature dependence of the B11 spin-lattice relaxation rate for all three

samples is displayed in Fig. 4.13. Lines have been drawn as guides to the eye for
samples 14, and 1. Sample 18, however, has intentionally been fit to a linear function.

It would have been nice to extend the measurements over a larger temperature range,

but the low signal-to-noise ratio and long T1 values precluded such measurements.
Furthermore

Ti 7

was not changing rapidly enough to warrant more measurements

within the 208- 463 K window.

4.6.2. Si29 Data
The temperature dependence of the Si29 spin-lattice relaxation rate is displayed

in Fig. 4.14. Note that the rate has been divided by temperature. In the sample
18, the 208 K point was measured twice, and the same result obtained; this confirms

the drop in 741, with temperature. The signal-to-noise ratio was excellent for all
measurements. Error bars on sample 14 are too small to be shown on this scale but

are less than ± 5% at all temperatures.

4.7. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
Several attempts were made to have the DC magnetic susceptibility measured.

Unfortunately sensitivity was a problem. Measurements were conducted at AT&T
by Lynn Schneemeyer and by Brad Dodrill of Lakshore Cryotronics, Inc. The latter

results are displayed in Fig. 4.15. Samples were made from pieces of wafer 14. The
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Figure 4.13. Temperature dependence of the B11 spin-lattice relaxation for all samples. For samples 14 and 1 lines are guides to the eye. Sample 18 has intentionally
been fit to a linear function.
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Figure 4.14. Temperature dependence of the Si29 spin-lattice relaxation in samples
14, 1, and 18. Error bars on sample 14 are too small to be observed on the chosen
scale, but are less than ± 5 %.
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data were extremely noisy, but did exhibit a possible "Curie tail" at low temperature.

However, because of the uncertain quality of the data we have not analyzed them.
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Figure 4.15. Temperature dependence of sample 14's DC magnetic susceptibility.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1. BORON SIGNAL LOSS
The Si' signal strength vs. temperature plot displayed in Fig. 4.3 serves as
a control experiment. As expected, this data obeys the Curie law, Eq. 4.2. Thus,
we rule out apparatus related problems accounting for the B11 signal loss and must

look more closely at the physics of the Si:B system. With a quadrupolar nucleus
such as B11 it is possible to lose signal if B11 resides in a non-cubic environment on

a time scale of 71;, due to the formation of satellites. The satellites would have to
be shifted far off resonance, outside the frequency bandwidth of the pulse to escape

detection. In an attempt to observe quadrupolar structure in the Bll spectrum, a
quadrupole echo experiment (900yr-90(900 was performed at 93 K with a dwell time

of 1 ps between data points, which could potentially refocus time domain satellites.

No quadrupolar structure was observed in this measurement. One would expect to
observe a nipple on top of the echo as the result of the satellites being smeared out
in the frequency domain. The results are displayed in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.
Furthermore, the B11 line width does not show any signs of being broadened

by second order quadrupole effects. Please see sections on the B11 line width for

further discussion. Thus, we believe the NMR observable boron resides in a site of
tetrahedral symmetry.
Paramagnetic fluctuations due to hole localization near boron could mean that

the NMR observable boron resides in a paramagnetic environment on a time scale,
T par, such that
Ti(elec) -< Tpar -<

1

2

1-1 Wsep

(5.1)

rpar must be greater than T1(elec); otherwise the unpaired electron at boron would

not be present long enough to come into thermal equilibrium with the lattice. We
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Figure 5.1. Time domain modulus signal of a quadrupole echo experiment at 93 K,
sample 1, 0.006 ohm-cm Si:B.
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Figure 5.2. Real part of frequency domain signal in a quadrupole echo experiment at
93 K on sample 1, 0.006 ohm-cm Si:B. The time domain signal was multiplied by a
single exponential with a time decay constant of 2.0 ms to enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio.
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know that the thermal equilibrium condition is appropriate from the +, dependence of

the B11 line center. The exact value of Ti(elec) is not known. Awp is the frequency

separation between NMR lines of the B° site (neutral paramagnetic boron) and the
Blionized boron) site. Unfortunately, the value of this splitting, Awsep, is not known.
Should Tpar become longer than

Al

,

greater line broadening would be apparent

and the Curie line width temperature dependence would be lost. More will be said
on this matter in the B11 line width and center sections.
How then to explain the B11 signal loss? One possible explanation, which is
consistent with the known paramagnetism surrounding the B11 site, is that a fraction

of the boron sees a large hyperfine field due to an unpaired electron in its vicinity.
This large hyperfine field could then shift the boron off resonance and render it unobservable. In Alloul and Dellouve work on Si:P [5] they observed destruction of the
P31 signal at 4.2 K as a function of phosphorus concentration swept though the MIT.
They believe the spin "wipe out" to be attributable to electron localization on the P31
site , which shifts the P31 off resonance. It should be noted that localization was ob-

served for dopant concentrations of 2nc, where n, is critical phosphorus concentration

marking the beginning of the MIT. This is the same range of dopant concentrations
studied in this experiment.
Hall measurements showed the carrier concentration to be constant at 300 K
and 77 K in samples with room temperature resistivities of 0.0025 11 -cm and 0.007
Il -cm (samples 18 and 11)

.

The lower doped sample (14) shows only a 12% drop

in central carrier concentration from 300 K to 77 K. Thus freeze-out of carriers on a
permanent time scale seems unlikely to account for the B11 signal loss.

Theoretically it is a difficult problem to model the temperature dependence
of boron ionization in heavily doped silicon because of the formation of an impurity
band, lacking a single acceptor energy level, EA, present in non-degenerately doped
silicon at concentrations less than about 1018 cm-3 [11]. The valence band structure is
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h

Figure 5.3. Density of states for the conduction and valence bands illustrating the effects of impurity-band widening and band tailing for uncompensated n-type material.
(a) Moderate doping. (b) High doping.

highly perturbed due to interactions between adjacent impurities, causing a splitting

of the initially discrete impurity level. Potential fluctuations due to the random
distribution of impurities also broaden the levels. The impurity ionization energy is

decreased with increased doping and eventually the Fermi level enters the valence

band. A further complication is due to the carrier-carrier interactions which tend
to reduce the band gap due to increased screening of the ionic potential. Fig. 5.3
illustrates the effect of high doping in an n-type semiconductor [11].

Quantitatively, it is known that the percentage of ionization decreases rapidly
as the boron concentration increases beyond about 1017 cm-3 at room temperature;
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this is due to the Pauli blocking, which restricts valence band occupation by holes at
higher concentrations Fig. 1.6 [4].

Examining Fig. 4.2 we see that the signal loss is more severe the lower the
doping. For example the signal strength increases about 40% from 93 K to 465 K
in sample 18, whereas in sample 14 the signal strength increases more than 300%!

This supports the idea that at higher concentrations, like sample 18, Si:B behaves
more like a metal, where the carrier concentration is independent of temperature due

to delocalization of the electron states. At lower concentrations where interactions
among holes on boron sites are weaker, one expects a less metallic-like behavior and
a greater degree of localization.

5.2. LINE CENTER
5.2.1. B 11 Data
The temperature dependence of the Bll line center is the most striking fea-

ture of all data collected in this thesis. Data for all samples fit nicely to a Curie-

like function, P1 + P2 /T. The constant term, P1, takes into account the weakly
temperature-dependent chemical shift and the Knight shift. The second term, with
its T temperature dependence, is characteristic of a localized paramagnetic moment

on every boron site. Eq. 2.15 is relevant in interpreting this data:
co(T) = (7!,'Mn2) S(S +1)H0 E[ -87- 141(0)iiI2].
3IcBT

3

(5.2)

Note the angular dependent term in Eq. 2.15 has been removed because it
vanishes for a site with tetrahedral symmetry. The unpaired electron's wave function

must have tetrahedral symmetry because all four nearest neighber bonds are equiv-

alent. Empirically this is confirmed in samples 14 and 1; the line width is weakly
temperature-dependent from 463 K-140 K, while the temperature-dependent part of

the line center changes by 73 ppm (8 kHz) and 50 ppm (5.5 kHz), (0.109 kHz
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ppm) respectively. Thus we conclude that the fundamental interaction at the boron
site in all samples is a scalar.

The linearity of the sample 18 data in applied field, displayed in Fig. 4.7, is
consistent with a paramagnetic shift. In light of the -4,- dependence seen in all samples,

it is believed that all samples would be linear in applied field, though it is necessary
to confirm this empirically.

The exact physical interpretation of the Bil shift is not completely understood,

but we will tentatively purpose a model that is consistent with all data. It is well
know that boron, a column three acceptor has three outer shell electrons to contribute

to bonding with its four nearest neighbors. At elevated temperatures it accepts an
electron from silicon to complete its covalent bonding, thus all spins are paired. If
the boron site is left unionized it will be paramagnetic, having one unpaired electron.
Such is the case for a large percentage of the boron doped at ,-- 1016 cm-3 at 100 K

.

Li's calculations in Fig. 1.6 illustrate this point.

In interpreting the paramagnetic shift data we stress that the entire spectrum
shifts collectively as a unit; the spectrum does not separate into two or more distinct

line shapes as the temperature is swept (see Fig. 4.6). Thus, all of the NMR observable boron are experiencing the same local paramagnetic interaction; a part of
the boron are believed to experience a local hyperfine field so strong that it is shifted

off resonance and thus not observed (see section on boron signal loss). It is difficult

to imagine the same static paramagnetic complexed defect near every site. Such a
system would be extremely organized and we would observe evidence of quadrupolar

structure in the spectra if the tetrahedral symmetry was broken.
However, it seems reasonable to imagine transitory local moment fluctuations

between neutral, paramagnetic boron sites (B°), ionized, diamagnetic boron sites
(B-), in which the boron completes all four nearest neighbor bonds, and holes, P+.
If the time scale for the transition between these two sites were long compared to the
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inverse of the frequency separation between these two sites one would see two distinct

lines in the spectrum. When the fluctuation rate, Wexch, between these distinct sites

become greater than the frequency separation, A
---wsep, narrowing of the spectrum
occurs (Abragam Chapter 10). Physically, then, only the time average local field
"seen" by the boron over a time scale long compared to the fluctuation time (exchange
time), Texchl will be experimentally observed. The condition for narrowing is
AWsep Texch << 1.

(5.3)

The time average local magnetic field present at the boron will be
Have

= fparHpar + (1

fpar)Haiam,

(5.4)

where

filar = fraction of time boron is paramagnetic, B°
(1

filar) = fraction of time boron is diamagnetic, B-.

(5.5)
(5.6)

If we assume all boron sites, each of which experience paramagnetic fluctuations leading to observable resonance frequencies, are equivalent, then fpar represents

the fraction of those boron sites, at any moment in time, which are paramagnetic.
Because Hpar Ps-, P2 /T and the data fits well to P2 /T we believe fpar is temperature-

independent. However, as we increase the doping, the parameter P2 decreases; thus,
we believe it is a boron concentration-dependent quantity. The physical interpretation

of the concentration dependence is that in lower concentration samples the fraction of

the time boron is paramagnetic, i.e. neutral, is greater than in higher concentration
samples.

We can estimate the percentage of boron having a local moment from the B11

shift data. The local moment shift is
H(par) = Hhyp (10 /PM

(5.7)
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where Hhyp is the hyperfine field in gauss. For electron local moments in equilibrium

with the thermal vibrational modes of the lattice
(14 = 411o/kBT,

(5.8)

giving the 1/T temperature-dependent term to the observed shift. For the lowest
concentration sample (14), the above yields a value f Hhyp -, 200 G, or for a typical
2p hyperfine field (-s,10 kG), a moment concentration of 2 %.

Quantitatively relating P2 to theory is not completely straightforward.
Knowledge of the electronic wave function on boron is necessary.

5.3. KNIGHT SHIFT
5.3.1. B11 Data
The Bn Knight shift data are fit in Fig. 5.4. The fit is consistent with a shift
due to a free hole gas. The N'3 ( Nc is the carrier concentration.) dependence arises
because the Knight shift is proportional to the Pauli susceptibility,
X: = X; =

7! h2

Po(EF),

(5.9)

where

po(EF) -- Ng3.
The fact that the best fit line in Fig. 5.4 does not cross through the origin is probably
due to a difference in chemical shifts between NaBH4 and Si:B boron. Chemical shifts

in boron compounds have been reported to vary by as much as 70 ppm [18].

5.3.2. Si' Data
The Si29 Knight shift data fit in Fig. 5.5 are also consistent with a shift due
to a free hole gas. The N'3 dependence is discussed in the B11 section. Nonetheless,

the fact that the best fit line does not cross the origin needs to be explained. From
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Fig. 4.8 we can see that the Si29 line center is quite sensitive to temperature, varying

by -- 3 ppm from 208 K to 463 K. Also, liquid Me4Si was shifted 74 ± 3 ppm with

respect to pure silicon. Thus the '2.7 ppm deviation from the origin in Fig. 5.5 is
relatively small in comparison to the range of silicon chemical shifts. Doping could
alter the silicon chemical shift in addition to producing the Knight shift.

Also of importance, the slope of the silicon K vs. NY3 data are - 9 times
smaller than for the boron data. This can be attributed to the larger electronic wave

function overlap on the boron site. The Bloch states retain some of their atomic
character and thus have an increased amplitude at the site of their origin. Furthermore, there is a attractive potential between the negatively charged acceptors and
the positively charged holes.

5.4. LINE WIDTH
Theoretically it is difficult to know how various contributions to the line width

add, except in the case of a Gaussian line shape. For lack of a better technique it was
assumed that the various line width contributions add as in the case of a Gaussian, i.e.

as the square root of the sum of the squares. Such a technique is useful in comparing

line width contributions between samples. Examining the fits in Figs. 4.12 and 4.10,

we see this assumption is consistent with the data. It will prove useful to compare

empirically determined line width contributions with second moment theory. We

expect theory to fit the trend in the data and agree quantitatively, well within an
order of magnitude. The inhomogeneity of the magnet,

,--,

1 ppm, contributes to all

line width measurements.

For all calculations of the second moment it will prove necessary to do the
lattice sum,
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FCC 1 Comp. FCC 2 Comp. FCC 1 Man. FCC 2 Man.
660.5±0.2

115.0±0.2

103.8

646.5

Table 5.10. Computer and manual lattice sums

for the silicon tetrahedral lattice structure. Such a calculation was done on a computer. A copy of the program, much of which was written by Sean P. Fox (O.S.U.
graduate student of Dr. Henri Jansen), is enclosed in the appendix. The program was

tested and compared with the first and second nearest neighbor contributions done
manually on paper. Results of the lattice sum for the two FCC lattices are displayed
in Table 5.10.

Two separate sums are actually needed, one for each of the two interpenetrat-

ing FCC lattices. For FCC 1 the Bravais lattice is
(5.10)

R = nia+ n2b + n3c,
where

a=

(--(x

+ y), b ---(y + z), c -=;(x + z)

.

(5.11)

FCC 2 the Bravais lattice is

R'= R+7-1(x+y+z).

(5.12)

It will prove useful to compare line width data with Sundfors and Holcomb's
results, listed in Table 5.11 [7].

5.4.1. B 11 Data
54-1.1. Temperature-Independent Line Width, T = oc
For Bil there are three major contributions to the T = oo line width (i.e. Curie

broadening is negligible) : B11- B10, B11

B11, and Bil

-

Si29 dipolar interactions.

Collectively, the second moment due to all these contributions is:
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Carrier con. (1019cm-3) Si29 line width (kHz) B11 line width (kHz)
8.3

0.42±0.04

0.41±0.07

1.9

0.34±0.03

0.41±0.07

0.4

0.26±0.03

no data

Table 5.11. S&H's 4.2 K line width data in a 10 kG applied field. Original data have
been converted to kHz from gauss for ease of comparison. Carrier concentrations have
been determined from S&H's resistivity data.

sample M2(B"

B") (kHz2) M2(B"

B19)(kHz2) M2(B11

14

2.229E-2

8.749E-4

6.582E-1

1

9.440E-2

3.602E-3

6.582E-1

18

3.440E-1

1.312E-2

6.582E-1

Si29) (kHz2)

Table 5.12. Theoretical B11 second moment values.

AB11

/mB11

kB11_B11)

(5.13)

Using second moment theory and room temperature carrier concentration val-

ues (assumed to be equal to the boron concentration) we calculate the various second
moment contributions. Results are displayed in Table 5.12. Using Eq. 5.13 we calcu-

late the temperature-independent part of the second moment, AB11, and display the
results together with comparable experimental line width data in Table 5.13.

In examining Table 5.13 we see that the second moment calculation gives a
reasonable estimate of the observed line width. Theoretically, we do not expect ex-

act agreement between the observed high temperature line width and the second
moment. This is because the second moment theory is applicable to Gaussian line
shapes, while experimentally observed line shapes were Lorentzian. As mentioned
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sample Theoretical ABil (kHz) Experimental B" line width (kHz)
14

0.825

1.145±0.119

1

0.869

1.320±0.108

18

1.007

2.379 ±0.092

Table 5.13. Total theoretical B11 second moment values compared with experimental
high temperature line widths.

previously, second moment theory predicts the Si29

B11 line width contribution to

be proportional to ifBil whereas a broadening due to dilute (fBil < 0.01) impurities
should be proportional fBil , or in other words be proportional to the carrier concentration, assuming complete ionization. All my second moment calculations assumed

the line width be proportional to

The high temperature B11 line width vs. carrier concentration data are displayed in Fig. 5.6. The linear fit to the data are consistent with broadening due to a
dilute concentration of B11(the other boron isotope is negligible). Where the best fit
line crosses the y axis marks the value of the B11- Si29 line width contribution, approx-

imately 1.0 kHz. This value is larger than expected 0.3 kHz expected from Gaussian

line shape theory. It should be noted that a similar comparison made with the Si29

data, Fig. 5.8, shows very good agreement with theory. One possible explanation

might be that boron clusters in small groups such that the random distribution of
boron assumed in the B11- B11 second moment calculation underestimates the boron

line width. It is difficult to take clustering into account in a theoretical calculation.
Boron clusters would need to preserve the cubic symmetry around a given boron site,
otherwise quadrupole effects would radically increase the line width beyond that predicted from a second moment calculation. Thus the boron-boron distance would need

to be greater than the nearest neighbor distance in silicon.
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Evidence that the high temperature line width is primarily dipolar in nature
comes from comparison of 5.5 T and 8.0 T data shown in Fig. 5.7. As can be seen

the high temperature line widths at 463 K and 298 K are nearly identical. Had
there been a dominant second order quadrupole broadening the low field line width
would have increased by ti 8.0/5.5 (Afi12(quad) --,(H12 /H0)). Knight shift anisotropy

(inhomogeneity in dopant density) would have decreased the high temperature line
width by

8.0/5.5

.

54-1.2. Temperature-Dependent Line Width

The temperature dependence to the Bil line width arises from paramagnetic
fluctuations local to all boron sites, as explained in the line center discussion. But, at
a given moment is time, only a small fraction of the boron sites are paramagnetic. It

is difficult to quantitatively compare experiment with theory, due to the Lorentzian

line shapes and difficulty of calculating M4 for a truncated Lorentzian. Examining
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 we note that the parameter

A

s229

(2.0, 2.6) in samples 1

and 18 is much larger than the theoretically expected :11329 = 1.615 . The uncertainty
"Ys,

in sample 14's P2Bil value is too large to permit comparison.
Sample 14 showed a large increase in the B11 line width between 123 K and 93

K; however, the Si29 line width did not. It is hard to imagine a physical effect which

would broaden the Bn, but not the silicon, there would need to be rapid change
in the local boron environment. One possibility, as discussed in the section on Bn
signal loss, is that there is a breakdown of the averaging which gives rise to a single
narrow line. This would occur when Acosep

Wexch It is difficult to separate this line

broadening mechanism from the dipolar broadening due to paramagnetic impurities
(the purposed mechanism for Si29 temperature-dependent broadening).

Comparing the 5.5 T and 8.0 T line width data shown in Fig. 5.7, we see no

clear indication that the low temperature width scales as, H0, the applied field, as
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Figure 5.6. B11 high temperature line width vs. carrier concentration (T=298 K).
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Figure 5.7. B11 line width data at 5.5 T and 8.0 T. The solid line is the predicted
temperature dependence of the 5.5 T data based on the 8.0 T data.
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would be expected if Curie broadening dominated the line width. The 5.5 T data

would then be expected to lie on the solid line. The applied field inhomogeneity
was checked by measuring the line width of liquid boric acid after reducing the field
strength to 5.5 T. The line width was 0.3 kHz, in good agreement with the 8.0 T values

previously recorded. Thus we do not believe magnet inhomogeneity to be altering
the line width measurements differently at each field strength. More 5.5 T data, with

better signal-to-noise ratio, are probably needed to interpret the field dependence to
the low temperature line width. For example, the 5.5 T, 123 K error bar is too large
to determine if it is below the 8.0 T value.

S&H's B11 line width data do not agree with extrapolation of my data. For
example, my sample 1 data extrapolated to 4.2 K with a 1.0 T applied field gives a

line width of about 6.2 kHz compared with the S&H's observed line width of 0.41
kHz in sample B-3, doped similarly to my sample 1. Because the low temperature
B11 line broadening is not completely well understood, especially sample 14, the 4.2

K extrapolation might be invalid. Indeed, it would be very interesting to make
measurements at 4.2 K with my samples. Furthermore, S&H's samples might have
been prepared differently and thus have different physical properties.

Overall, the low temperature B11 line width is not completely understood.
What can be said is that localized paramagnetism associated with the boron is partly

responsible for the low temperature B" line width, as is the case with Si29.

5.4.2. Si' Data
5.4.2.1. Temperature-Independent Line Width, T

oo

There are three major contributions to the T = oo Si29 line width: Si29
Si29

1311

,

and Si29

Si29,

Bio dipolar interactions. Thus the second moment takes the

form
AS229

m2 i29

m2si29 _Si29)

(sps_Bil)

+ M2

(5.14)
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sample M2(Si29

Si29) (kHz2) M2(Si29

B11)(kHz2) M2(Si29

14

5.6781E-1

3.837E-3

3.354E-4

1

5.6781E-1

1.580E-2

1.381E-3

18

5.6781E-1

5.756E-2

5.030E-3

B19) (kHz2)

Table 5.14. Theoretical Si29 second moment values.

sample Theoretical Asi29 (kHz) Experimental Si29line width (kHz)
14

0.756

0.25±0.02

1

0.764

0.48±0.03

18

0.793

0.83 ±0.04

Table 5.15. Total Si29 second moment values compared with experimental high temperature line widths.

Table 5.14 displays the separate line width contributions. Table 5.15 contrast experimental line width data and the total second moment calculation, Asi29. A very
important result in determining whether the second moment calculations were done
correctly comes from comparison with the pure silicon line width which is Gaussian.

Experimentally Afv2(exp) = 0.27 ± 0.03 kHz (magnet inhomogeneity of 1ppm not
included). This is to be compared with the theoretically expected value of 0 f1/2(th)

(2 5

)-IM2si29-si29).

0.28 kHz. Agreement is excellent !

As with boron, agreement between the second moment calculations and the
extrapolated temperature-independent width is reasonably good in the Si:B samples.
Again all line shapes were Lorentzian, except in sample 14 above about 263 K, where

the line begins to take on a Gaussian shape, characteristic of the undoped samples.
Thus we do not expect quantitative agreement between experiment and theory.
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One possible interpretation of the line shape change in sample 14 is that at
higher temperatures the paramagnetic broadening becomes weak in comparison to
the Si29

Si29 dipolar broadening, and thus assumes the line shape characteristic of

,

an undoped sample; Si29- B11
n dipolar broadening makes a small, if not negligible, line

width contribution. Recall that the pure silicon also had a Gaussian line shape.
The increase in Si29 temperature-independent line width with increasing doping arises from Si29-

dipolar broadening. The carrier concentration dependence

of the high temperature Si29 line width is shown in Fig. 5.8. While the linear fit does

not cross through all the data, as is the case with the B11 data, it does describe the
trend in the data. A low field line width measurement is needed to determine whether

the high temperature Si29 width is in part due to Knight shift inhomogeneity.
5.4.2.2. Temperature-Dependent Line Width

As was the case with the B11 line width, the temperature dependence arises
from paramagnetic fluctuations local to B11. The 4,- hyperfine field dependence of the

paramagnetic impurities broadens the silicon line as the temperature is cooled. The

increase in the parameter P2 with increasing carrier concentration, shown in Table
4.9, can be interpreted as arising from an increase in the total number of paramagnetic

moments in the sample as the doping concentration is increased.

S&H's data do not compare favorably with my data extrapolated to their
operating conditions: 4.2 K and 10 kG. For example, my sample 1 data would give
a line width of 3.1 kHz while their sample B-3 only had a line width of 0.34 ± 0.03

kHz. However, my high temperature line width in sample 1 (0.48 ± 0.03 kHz) and
sample 14 (0.25 ± 0.02 kHz) compares well with S&H's 4.2 K, 1.0 T results: sample
B-3 (0.34 + 0.03 kHz) and sample B-5 (0.26 ± 0.03 kHz). Such a comparison suggest

that my Si29 data are similar to S&H's, only I am observing additional broadening
due to paramagnetic moments dispersed throughout the lattice.
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Figure 5.8. Carrier concentration dependence of the high temperature Si29 line width.
Data have been fit to a linear function.
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5.5.

LINE WIDTH AND LINE CENTER DATA: INNER CONSIS-

TENCY

The line width and center data must both be consistent with any model attempting to explain paramagnetism local to boron. Specifically, the B11 shift parameter must scale with varying carrier concentration in the same way as the B11 and Si29

line width parameters divided by the carrier concentration. The reason for such a
scaling argument is that the B11 line center parameter,P2(1c)Bii, ought to be directly

proportional to the fractional occupation of the boron sites by neutral paramagnetic
boron (see discussion of B11 line center):
P2(1c)Bli ", [B°]/[B-]-

(5.15)

[B °] is the concentration of paramagnetic boron sites and [B-] is the concentration
of ionized boron, or the carrier concentration.

As discussed in the line width theory section, the temperature-dependent line

width term ought to be directly proportional to the total number of paramagnetic
boron sites. Assigning sample 18's B11 shift parameter, P2(1c)Bii(18), a value of
one, we can determine how the other samples P2(1c)Bil values scale ( i.e. compute
P2(1c)Bii(14)/P2(1c)Bil (18) and P2(1c)Bil (1)/P2(1c)Bil (18). In addition, both the

Bll and Si29 temperature-dependent line width parameters divided by carrier concentration, P2(1w)Biii[B-] and P2(1w)s229/[13-] ought to scale in the same way as

the line center parameters. All results are displayed in Table 5.16. Uncertainties
were determined from the uncertainties in room temperature carrier concentration
and from the uncertainty in the least squares fits. Examining Table 5.16 we see that

within the uncertainty of the measurements, the proposed model explaining the B11
line center is consistent with the line width data.
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sample B" line center B" line width Si29 line width
18

1

1

1

1

2.75±0.25

2.54±1.46

3.21±1.56

14

2.95±0.31

no entry

6.23±3.12

Table 5.16. Scaling of the B11 line center, Bil line width, and Si29 line width.

5.6. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION, T1

5.6.1. B11 Data
It is most natural to begin discussion of the I311 T1 data with sample 18,
0.0025 f2-cm

.

This sample's temperature dependence is what one would expect for

an ideal degenerate, free hole gas. Fig. 4.13 shows a clear linear dependence of Tiias a function of temperature, in agreement with Eq. 2.51, the Korringa relation. It
would have been nice to study the B11T1 as a function of the Knight shift, but lower
1

concentration samples did not show Korringa behavior.

Ideally, the best fit line in Fig. 4.13 should go through the origin. The fact

that the plot does not cross the origin could be an indication of a background Ti
process, although it is possible to draw a line though all the points (including the
error bars) that does cross the origin.

The slope of sample 18's -1
Ti vs. T plot is useful in estimating the Korringa
relaxation rate in samples 1 and 14. For an ideal free hole gas T-11i Korr --, K2 rs, Ng3
.

NC has been measured for all samples (see Table 3.4). Expressing the Korringa

relation as

,.,,

A1

Korr

= A x T, we make a table of predicted A values, Table 5.17.

Sample 1, 0.006 S2 -cm, 711 data are not consistent with ideal Korringa relax-

ation. The relaxation rate is approximately constant as a function of temperature.

Fig. 5.9 displays 7i.- vs. + data and the predicted rate based on Table 5.17. Note
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Figure 5.9. Sample 1 predicted and observed B11 spin-lattice relaxation rates. Predicted rates based on sample 18 data.
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Arc (1019) (cm-3) A(10-4)(s K)-1
0.34

1.567 ± 0.217

1.4

4.025 ± 0.477

5.1

9.530 ± 0.600

Table 5.17. Korringa relaxation term predicted from sample 18.

that the predicted relaxation rate is much smaller than the observed one. Based on
this plot one can conclude that the predicted relaxation rate could be present ( independent rates add) in the measured data; a straight line passing through all measured

data and intercepting the y-axis at the predicted rate would be consistent with such

an assumption. As mentioned previously, it is difficult to conclude anything from

the temperature dependence of the sample 1's * data except that another process

is present in addition to, or other than, ideal Korringa relaxation. Paramagnetic
fluctuations localized on boron sites, as suggested by the line center data, could be
responsible for the temperature-independent relaxation mechanism.
Sample 14, 0.01836 SZ-cm, T1 data have a very strong temperature dependence;

the rate actually increases with decreasing temperature, the opposite of what is seen in

Korringa relaxation. Fig. 5.10 shows that the predicted Korringa relaxation could be
present as a background process. As with sample 1, we have no way of theoretically

modeling the temperature dependence. Again, we believe the relaxation could be
associated with paramagnetic fluctuations on all of the boron sites.

5.6.2. Si' Data
The temperature dependence of the Si' -1TiTdisplayed in Fig. 4.14 ideally
should be constant to be consistent with Korringa relaxation. In the highest concen-

tration sample ,

18 , -L
TiTis

constant within the error bars, although it could be also
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Figure 5.10. Sample 14 predicted and observed spin-lattice relaxation rates. Predicted rates based on sample 18 data.
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argued that there is a progressive decrease as the temperature is lowered below 298
K. The middle concentration sample, 1, shows a decrease in

TiT

below 298 K while

the lower concentration sample shows a progressive drop over the full temperature

range. For an ideal free hole gas TiT
1T

,

thus a steady decrease in the carrier

concentration with temperature could explain a decrease in
TiT1 Uncertainty in the
Hall measurements (Table 3.4) , due in large part to uncertainty in the Hall scattering

factor, are inconclusive in this matter. For example, in sample 14 the carrier concen-

tration could have dropped by as much as 60%, or alternatively remained constant.

The 1T data are also inconsistent with temperature control problems. Because the
RTD (temperature controlled resistor) lies above the sample, where the temperature
could be potentially cooler than the sample when operating below room temperature,
1

TIT

would actually be larger below room temperature than above room temperature.

Thus, there exists no firm conclusion as to why 74,-j,- decreases at lower temperatures

in samples 1 and 14.
Now we examine the Knight shift dependence of the Si29 spin-lattice relaxation,
1

--, K2. In Fig. 5.11 (*)112 ti K is plotted at 298 K. Note that the best fit line

does not cross the origin, but passes through all data points. The fact that the best
fit line does not cross the origin could possibly be due to doping effects on the Si:B

line center other than the Knight shift. Note that a similar observation was made

in examining the Knight shift vs. N'3 plot, Fig. 5.5. Both plots show the same
quantitative trends in their fits: each would cross the origin if - 2.5-ppm were added
to all Knight shift values.

Further insight may begin by analyzing the Si29 Korringa enhancement parameter, n factor at 298 K:
Ti meas
Ti

_

1
h7!
4irkBT-di T1K2

2.219 x 10'

T1(K + 2.222 ppm)2

(s).

(5.16)

2.222 ppm has been added to the Knight shift in accordance with Fig. 5.11. Fig.
5.12 shows the Korringa enhancement vs. carrier concentration. In order to interpret
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Figure 5.11. The linear dependence of the Si' (1/T1)1/2 on the Knight shift.
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such a large enhancement it is necessary to examine a more fundamental theory of
spin-lattice relaxation due to carriers in a disordered system [19].

In a disordered material, assuming a noninteracting free carrier gas, Warren
finds

TdhN(EF),

(5.17)

where 7, is the carrier correlation time, a measure of how long the a carrier classically

interacts with a given nucleus. When the carrier's mean free path becomes much
longer than the time (T) for a carrier to transverse one nearest neighbor distance, a,
at the Fermi velocity (r f..-2a/vF

hN(EF)) then 77 > 1. Physically Eq. 5.17 leads to

Korringa enhancement because the carrier spends more time in the vicinity of a given
nucleus, thus increasing the probability of a nuclear spin flip. Such a process could be
possible in Si:B, where the B11 line center data suggest some degree of localization on

the B11 site, which could decrease the hole mean free path, with the net effect being

a increase of 7, over the free carrier result. The exact temperature and concentration
dependence of T, is not known.
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Figure 5.12. Korringa enhancement. Knight shift taken to be "K+2.222 ppm"; see
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6. CONCLUSION
Alloul and Delouve observed evidence of local moment formation in metallic
Si:P [5].

Our results differ from theirs in that they observed an inhomogeneous

broadening of the P31 resonance reflecting a distribution of local hyperfine fields,
whereas in the present case, all observed boron experience the same average local
field. We attribute this effect to fluctuations as moments form and dissipate, such that

for a given sample, the average fraction of sites with moments, fpar, is temperature
independent. Since all of the observed sites are equivalent in this picture, we do not

believe local moment formation is due to disorder. However, fpar does depend on
doping the level, increasing at lower doping levels (about a factor of 4 over the carrier
concentration range from 0.34 x1019-5.1 x1019 cm-3).

This general picture is consistent with other NMR properties (line widths
and spin-lattice relaxation). The line widths of both Blland Si29 show progressively
stronger broadening at lower temperature due to dipolar fields of local moments. The

spin-lattice relaxation shows a transition from dominance of itinerant carriers (Ko-

rringa relaxation) at high concentration to strongly enhanced relaxation associated

with local moments, approaching the MIT (sample 14). Indeed data in sample 14
show a dramatic slowing of the hyperfine field fluctuations, which causes the spinlattice relaxation rate to be higher than observed in the highly doped material at the
same temperatures. We speculate that the B11 signal loss is due to formation of long

lived moments that shift the resonance beyond observability for certain sites.
Overall our observations are consistent with features expected for a highly cor-

related metal approaching the MIT, i.e. slower fluctuations at lower concentrations.
Local moment formation is presumed preferential to B11 rather than Si29 due to the
strong Coulomb attraction existing between holes and ionized boron.
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APPENDIX A
Most of this program was written by Sean P. Fox, O.S.U. Physics Department.
PROGRAM Neighbor
C

c
c

c
c
c

C

C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C

This program calculates the position and relative
distance of near neighbors for an FCC structure. The
starting atom is at the origin, and the calculated
neighbor positions are integer combinations of bravais lattice
vectors. The user must make two separate runs for each of the
two interpenetrating FCC lattices that make up the tetrahedral
structure.
In this particular run "d" is set equal to 0.025.
In the other run "d" is set equal to 0.0.
Near the programs end
distances are used to do the lattice sum appropriate for the
second moment.

PARAMETER (MaxNeighbors=9261)
INTEGER i,j,k,n,m,found,Distindex,lvnum,NumNeighbors
DOUBLE PRECISION a,b,CoverA,epsilon,delta,sum,Sum2,d
DOUBLE PRECISION Neighbors(MaxNeighbors,4)
DOUBLE PRECISION Neighbors2(MaxNeighbors,5)
DOUBLE PRECISION Dist(MaxNeighbors,3)
DOUBLE PRECISION r1(3),r2(3),r3(3)
epsilon=0.000001
delta=0.00000000001
d=0.2500000000

First set up the x,y,z components of the three bravais
vectors rl,r2,r3
r1(1)=0.0
r1(2)=0.5
r1(3)=0.5
r2(1)=0.5
r2(2)=0.0
r2(3)=0.5
r3(1)=0.5
r3(2)=0.5
r3(3)=0.0

Now take all permutations with up to four of each lattice vector
and store them in Neighbors
WRITE(*,*) 'number of lattice vectors?'
READ(*,*) lvnum
NumNeighbors=((lvnum)*2+1)**(3)
m=1
DO i= -1vnum,lvnum,1
DO j=-1vnum,lvnum,1
DO k=-1vnum,lvnum,1
DO n=1,3
Neighbors(m,n)=r1(n)*DFLOAT(i)+r2(n)*DFLOAT(j)+r3(n)*DFLOAT(k)+d
END DO
m=m+1
END DO
END DO
END DO

Many of the entries in Neighbors are duplicates so work thru the
array setting the second and all higher occurances of a given point
to the zero vector
DO m=1,NumNeighbors-1
sum=DABS(Neighbors(m,1))+DABS(Neighbors(m,2))+DABS(Neighbors(m,3))
IF (sum .NE. 0.0) THEN
DO i=m+1,NumNeighbors
IF( Neighbors(m,l) .EQ. Neighbors(i,l)
THEN
IF( Neighbors(m,2) .EQ. Neighbors(i,2)
THEN
IF( Neighbors(m,3) .EQ. Neighbors(i,3)
THEN
)

)

)
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ENDIF
END DO
C

C

ENDIF
END DO

ENDIF

Neighbors(i,1)=0.0
Neighbors(i,2)=0.0
Neighbors(i,3)=0.0
ENDIF

Now copy the array into Neighbors2 without all the zero entries
The fifth element is the original index for the particular combination
of bravais lattice vectors from Neighbors.
i=1

DO m=1,NumNeighbors
sum=DABS(Neighbors(m,1))+DABS(Neighbors(m,2))+DABS(Neighbors(m,3))
IF (sum .NE. 0.0) THEN
Neighbors2(i,1)=Neighbors(m,1)
Neighbors2(i,2)=Neighbors(m,2)
Neighbors2(i,3)=Neighbors(m,3)
Neighbors2(i,5)=DFLOAT(m)
END DO
C
C
C

i=i+1
ENDIF

Now calculate all the distances
DO i=1,NumNeighbors

Neighbors2(i,4) =( Neighbors2( i, l) * *2.0) +(Neighbors2(i,2) * *2.0)

Neighbors2(i,4)=DSQRT(Neighbors2(i,4)+(Neighbors2(i,3)**2.0))
END DO
DO i=1,NumNeighbors
Dist(i,1)=0.0
Dist(i,2)=0.0
END DO
C

C
C
C
C
C

Now count the number at each distance ,storing the
distance in Dist(i,l) the number of atoms at that
distance in Dist(i,2), and the original index for the
combination of lattice vectors corresponding to the
first site found at that particular distance in Dist(i,3).
Distindex =l

DO i=1,NumNeighbors
found=0
DO j=1,NumNeighbors.
IF (DABSXNeighbors2(i,4)-Dist(j,1)) .LT. epsilon )
Dist(j,2)=Dist(j,2)+1.0
found=1
ENDIF
END DO
IF (found .NE. 1) THEN
Distindex=Distindex+1
Dist(Dittindex,1)=Neighbors2(i,4)
Dist(Distindex,2)=1.0
Dist(Distindex,3)=Neighbors2(i,5)
ENDIF
END DO

C

Now print out the desired information, vary this depending on what
you want to know.
Sum2=0.0
DO i= 1,NumNeighbors
IF (Dist(i,1) .NE. 0.0) THEN

THEN

104
Sum2=Sum2+Dist(i,2)/Dist(i,1)**(6.0)
ENDIF

END DO
WRITE (*,*) Sum2
DO i=1,NumNeighbors
IF (Dist(i,2) .NE. 0.0) THEN
IF (Dist(i,l) .NE. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) Dist(i,1), Dist(i,2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
END DO
DO i=1, NumNeighbors
WRITE(*,*) Dist(i,2), Dist(i,1)
END DO
END

